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letters

I’ve grown accustomed to not having giddying 

romances and being ‘together’ with anyone. But 

things changed after I ‘met’ DUET.

Transfi xed by one of the cover stories: “Banish 

that ex — How to make a fresh start and start 

dating again”, I was sold! Knowing I had to 

begin somewhere, I spent the next hour blocking 

up my calendar for the ‘Singles Only’ events. 

It’s empowering to know the myriad options 

available to meet new friends and to do the things 

I love at the same time. 

DUET team, thank you! 

Can’t ‘DUET’ without you.

Adilah

Congratulations, Adilah! 

You’ve won yourself $80 

worth of cash vouchers 

and a limited edition 

RISIS “Decision Maker”.

In the Nov 2010-Jan 2011 issue of DUET, I especially liked 
the article “Wanted: A Fresh Start”. Break-ups are never easy 
and some people take a long time to overcome this trauma. 
I have a buddy who is going through this diffi cult period 
of her life now so I will share this article with her and of 
course, as a true friend, I will be there for her. 
Pearlyn

The November 2010 DUET issue really 
caught me by surprise. I just love the 
magazine’s refreshing feel, look and 
contents. Gone are those days when I saw 
DUET as just a newsletter. The article 
“Work for Love” was really motivating 
and Ms Cindy is a good role model for 
many. Keep up the good work. 
Nick Sim

DUET is very informative. To be honest, I have been putting 
on weight and trying desperately to slim down. Thanks 
to the article “Look Fab on Less” I was able to choose 
certain clothes to hide my fl ab and look presentable. DUET 
covers an extensive range of topics — from getting into a 
relationship, being in it, and making love work. There is 
also a list of events that we can sign up for. Personally, I 
don’t feel that it’s a ‘matchmaking’ magazine. It’s a lovely 
magazine. I will continue to read and circulate it. Well done! 
Jennifer Teo

I enjoyed the entire last issue of DUET. I particularly 
enjoyed reading “New Year, New Experience” with its 
fresh insights into the world of dating and tips from dating 
experts. Many friends told me about their dating blunders 
and their failure at making small talk during dates. This 
article suggested conversation topics such as hobbies, 
food, music and light-hearted issues. One particular 
tip really struck a chord with me — not to worry about 
looking like a newbie on the dance fl oor. Perhaps I should 
take up a new dance!
Eric Koh

The past year was lousy for me in terms of 
relationships. I had almost given up on love because 
I found that most people regarded marriage as ‘just a piece 
of paper’. This was until I browsed through the November 
2010 issue of DUET. I found answers to my problems and 
questions. In the “Ask Dr Love” section, someone had an 
experience like mine; the Esplanade library event was a real 
eye-opener, and Joi’s sharing was an inspiration for me.
Chan Yew You

DUET is an all-round, down-to-earth 
and easy-to-read magazine. I have 
become more fashionable, thanks 
to its makeup tips. In the arena of 
relationships, I have learnt more 
about dating. Your travel feature and 
calendar of events are very useful. I 
will defi nitely use the calendar to plan 
my upcoming schedule. Thank you 
very much. I love your publication.
Zhang Shujun
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 success TRUE STORIES TO INSPIRE

Work for love

Deeply hurt by a relationship that ended badly, Cindy Tan 
stayed away from the dating scene for seven years. “I had been hurt deeply when I was younger, and 
decided then that I would direct my energy elsewhere, like 
my career and a sportier lifestyle,” reveals Cindy, now 30, 
and an accountant. “I just wasn’t interested in looking for 
another relationship.”

She got into running, Thai boxing, snorkelling and 
jet-skiing, and even joined a group of adventure seekers 
to climb Mount Kinabalu. But Cindy still felt something 
was lacking in her life. That changed when she joined The 
Dating Loft in 2006. 

“All the nagging from my concerned friends finally 
persuaded me to take a more proactive approach towards 
dating,” says Cindy with a laugh. “Seeing my friends 
settling down also strengthened my desire to find that  
special someone again.”

THE FIRST STEP
Cindy admits that it wasn’t easy at first — even for someone 
as outgoing as herself. It was through her many sessions 
with Ada Wong and Beth Chan — the dating agency’s  
co-founders — that she began to learn more about herself. 

“They were honest with me and made me see how 
unrealistic and unsuitable some of my expectations were,” 
she says. “They inspired me to embrace every opportunity 
to make more friends and not to dwell too much on 
tangible returns, and taught me that I shouldn’t make snap 
judgements based on first impressions.” 
ONE CHANGE DESERVES ANOTHERBesides changing her mindset, and being more sociable 
and attending the various events and activities organised 
by The Dating Loft, Cindy’s ‘transformation’ also included 
the way she presented herself. 

Don’t lose hope when a relationship fails. Instead, think of it as a 

learning experience. That’s precisely what Cindy Tan did,  
with help from The Dating Loft.  by GENE KHOR
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You are eager to fi nd a new love, but forgetting your ex is 

harder than you thought. Here’s how to dump the emotional 
baggage and get your groove back. by STELLA THNG

MAKE THAT RELATIONSHIP WORK

Wanted: A Fresh Start
Allow yourself to come to terms with the fact that your 

once blossoming relationship has ended, and you need to 
move on. And don’t make the mistake of harbouring any 
hopes that your ex might have regrets and reconcile with 
you; doing so will only prolong the pain.

2SURROUND YOURSELF WITH CARING 
FRIENDS AND FAMILYDon’t be surprised if after going on several enjoyable dates, 

you fi nd yourself still missing your ex. That’s when you can 
count on loved ones to pull you out of that rut. “Your loved ones are people who can lend you a 
listening ear, a shoulder to cry on, cheer you up, and say 
the right words,” says Cynthia. “They can make your 
grieving process smoother and shorter.”“Ideally, it’s helpful to have an open conversation 
with your ex to understand what had led to the end of the 
relationship,” says Steven. “But if your emotional state is 
still fragile, open up to your pals instead.” A friend can help you process your loss, comfort your 
grief, and perhaps clarify your thoughts by answering some 
of your questions. If the hurt is too deep and is causing you 
to hold back in future relationships, consider getting help 
from a professional counsellor to start your healing process.

3ENGAGE IN FUN ACTIVITIES OR TAKE UP
A HOBBY

“Recreational activities and hobbies can work wonders, as 
they serve as a healthy distraction from your emotions and 
thoughts,” says Cynthia. This could be the time to enjoy 
your new found freedom. Ask yourself some soul-searching 
questions: What are you passionate about? What are your 
strengths and talents?

To boost your confi dence, enrol in a grooming class 
and get a complete makeover — it may just alter your 
outlook in life. Join a cooking class, a photography group, 
pick up a new sport or go to the gym. 

Nine months after Joan Tan, 30, and her boyfriend 
of two years split up, the usually vivacious advertising 
executive was surprised to fi nd herself still hung up on 
the past. “It wasn’t my fi rst or longest relationship. But I 
couldn’t seem to fully enjoy myself even when I’m out with 
really interesting guys,” she says. “I want to move on, but 
how do I do it?”

TIME HEALS ALL WOUNDS, BUT WHY IS IT 
TAKING SO LONG?Everyone will experience emotional struggles after a 
failed relationship, says Steven Lee, who co-founded 
SDNTrust accredited dating agency Exclusive Match with 
his wife Cynthia.

“It may be a feeling of disappointment that you get 
over after a while, or in more serious relationships, the 
hurt can be deeper and may turn into feelings of rejection, 
guilt, depression and anger.” Steven cautions against the oft-repeated saying that 
time will heal all wounds. “Unless you take concrete 
and appropriate action in the aftermath of a break-up to 
recover from the loss, time may not heal your wound; 
it will just bury it. The fear of a similar failure can be 
hidden but is very real. This is especially so when you 
feel that you are the victim — the enthusiastic and loving 
partner who invested much time and effort, or the one 
who was cheated on.”

Steven and Cynthia share three tips for an effective 
recovery process:  

1 
GIVE YOURSELF TIME TO GRIEVE YOUR 
LOSS BEFORE STARTING ANOTHER 

RELATIONSHIP 
It is perfectly normal to feel sad and cry over a break-up. 
“After all, he or she was someone you once loved. 
Put away photos or mementos that remind you of 
your ex,” says Steven.
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LET’S GET AWAY

OCEAN PARK, HONG KONG

It has been named one of the “50 Most 

Visited Tourist Attractions in the World” by 

ForbesTraveler, 
having welcomed over 95 million 

visitors since its opening in 1977. Now, Hong Kong’s 

Ocean Park is set to double the thrills and spills, with a 

massive overhaul that will increase the number of animal 

attractions and rides from 35 to 70. 

Aqua City — the latest attraction slated to open in 

January 2011 — is where visitors can look forward to an 

experience under water. The three-storey Grand Aquarium 

is one of the largest in the world, and houses about 450 

fi sh species.

That’s not all. Aqua City also boasts the largest acrylic 

dome, as well as one of the largest viewing panels to be 

found anywhere. Be enthralled by Symbio, an unforgettable 

show featuring water, fi re and special visual effects which 

will be staged on a 360-degree water screen. 

Other new attractions in the pipeline of Ocean Park’s 

HK$5.5-billion refurbishments include Rainforest, Thrill 

Mountain and Polar Adventure, which are expected to be 

completed in the next two years.

New memories await
Looking to create new friendships in the year ahead? Ask your travel 

buddies to bring their friends along, and discover new experiences at 

these well-known travel destinations which have been given a fresh lease 

of life.   by  JESSICA LEOW

Meanwhile, you and your friends can also visit 

existing park favourites such as the Giant Panda 

Adventure to catch a glimpse of the giant and red pandas; 

or hitch a ride on the runaway Mine Train to enjoy an 

exhilarating ride down a slope with the sea just beside you.

• Entrance fee: HK$250 (~SGD$45)

• Opening hours: 10.00am – 6.30pm

www.oceanpark.com.hk
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The Grand Aquarium

Be mesmerised by the dome at Aqua City.

DOUBLE 
THE 
FUN

WE WANT TO HEAR 

FROM YOU!

In less than 100 words, 

tell us what you think 

of this issue of DUET. 

The best letter will 

get $80 worth of 

cash vouchers and a 

limited edition of RISIS “Decision Maker”. 

Email us at chua_hwee_khoon@mcys.gov.sg, 

together with your name, NRIC, contact number 

and address before 1 March 2011.

AR 

s, 
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Valentine’s Day is fast approaching. DUET looks at 
how love inspires and overcomes all. 

Check out the thoughtful and cute acts that some 
have done to express their feelings (p3). Haven’t we 
been guilty of doing something similar for love too? 

History also shows us some of the more grandiose 
ways where love has been demonstrated. From the 
Taj Mahal in India to England’s Eleanor’s Crosses, 
learn more about the timeless monuments around 
the world that are testaments to undying love (p8-9). Love can also 
defy conventions when it comes to what is ‘expected’ of men and 
women in a relationship. Does she have to be shorter than him? 
Does he have to be better educated than her? Read what singles have to 
say about society’s expectations when it comes to love (p16).

With romance on everyone’s minds this month, what better time to 
take your relationship to the next level? We hope you will fi nd the 
creative wedding proposal ideas and helpful tips (p24 – 26) interesting 
whether you are the guy to pop the question, or the girl to give the hint.

If you’ve yet to fi nd someone special, here’s some advice: Taking the 
fi rst step towards love often starts from within, and we address some 
common dating misconceptions (p20-21) to help you overcome your 
fears and possible psychological barriers. As American journalist and 
author Mignon McLaughlin once said, “Love unlocks doors and opens 
windows that weren’t even there before.” 

May your Valentine’s Day be fi lled with love and joy!

Ms Teo Poh Leng
Head (SDN)
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Stories of love

he says...

she says...

What would you do for love? DUET gets singles to share 
silly things they have done for love and their most 

memorable experiences. by KIM ONG

LOVE CONFESSIONS

Huang Jia Hui, 23 
The most outrageous thing that I have ever done for
my boyfriend was to give him a facial. It started two 
years ago. I wanted him to look his best so I would clear 
his clogged pores. I’m happy that he likes the way he 
looks now.  

Michelle Teo, 24
My boyfriend gave me a basket of paper roses the night 
he asked me to be his girlfriend. He had folded one 
paper rose to represent each day he missed me when he 
was overseas. No one has ever done something like this 
for me. 

Cheryl Chin, 32   
I don’t need my boyfriend to do outrageous things for 
me. It’s the little things that leave an impression. 
Once, my boyfriend and I were supposed to meet for 
dinner. But I was unwell, so he picked me up from work 
and bought dinner for us to eat at home. Another time, 
he cleaned the house for me when I was really tired. 
My boyfriend goes all out to make sure that I am well 
taken care of. 

Larry Yeung, 22
When I was a secondary four student, I worked as a 
tutor, waiter and packer in a factory for four months. 
I did all these to raise $3,000 for a trip to the United 
States to see a girl I had a crush on. She was studying 
there. Though the relationship did not work out, it was 
a good experience.

Augustine Li, 34  
I fell for this girl I met at Redhill MRT station. She lived 
in Kuala Lumpur and I sent her some love poems via 
SMS. One poem read: “Though you may be miles away, 
my heart smiles when thoughts of you arise. When I 
sense something glorious, I wish you feel it too. When 
I’m weary from work, you pop up in my mind. I feel 
blessed with you.” Despite my efforts to woo her, she 
told me she wasn’t interested in having a relationship.

Willy Wong, 23
My girlfriend made a diary of our dates with stickers 
and photos — memories of our times together. She gave 
it to me on the anniversary of our fi rst year together.

your say
I like to spring 

surprises on my 

girlfriend of two 

years. Once, I 

waited for her at a 

bus stop near her 

workplace, though 

she had told me 

that she had other 

plans. When I 

came up behind 

her, the expression 

on her face was 

priceless.
Chris Chua, 30

When I was 10, I 

had my eye on this 

cute boy who was 

in my class. I wrote 

‘I like you’ and his 

name 500 times 

and gave it to my 

crush. However, 

he did not respond 

and pretended 

that it had never 

happened. 

Patrisha Sun, 29

3 Your say.indd   33 Your say.indd   3 12/01/2011   8:29 PM12/01/2011   8:29 PM
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HAPPENINGS AROUND TOWN
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A higher love
This Valentine’s Day, take your relationship with that special 

someone to new heights. by GENE KHOR

out & about

SKY HIGH
If you don’t want to 

venture beyond Orchard 
Road, ION Sky, 56 fl oors 
— or 218 metres high — 
above Singapore’s premier 
shopping belt is the place 
to be. There you can enjoy 

Australian food with a local twist at Salt grill.
The restaurant is ornately decorated, and serves a 

kingfi sh sashimi with ginger shallot dressing and feta 
cheese dish that is not to be missed.

After dinner, head to the ION Sky Bar for a cocktail 
and enjoy an unobstructed view from the highest point on 
Orchard Road.

ION Sky. ION Orchard, 2 Orchard Turn.
6592-5118. www.ionorchard.com/en/ion-sky

RE-KU-PERATE
A day — and night  — at Ku Dé Ta, 200 metres high at 
Marina Bay Sands’ SkyPark, might not be enough for 
you and your date to experience what has been described 
as the “ultimate leisure venue”. Different areas of the 
SkyPark have been designed to change throughout the day 
in terms of “appearance, ambience and facilities”. 

Start off with a dip in the world’s highest infi nity 
pool. When hunger pangs beckon, step into the restaurant 
where dishes are unconventionally categorised by 
temperature and texture, such as “cold”, “raw” and 
“crisp”, to encourage the guests to try a bit of everything.

End the night dancing at the Club Lounge or chill out 
at the Bar; or if you prefer, head for the more private 
Vue Terrace. 

Ku Dé Ta. Marina Bay Sands SkyPark, 1 Bayfront Avenue. 
6688-7688. www.kudeta.com.sg
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EXOTIC IN THE CITY
For a touch of the exotic, nothing quite beats 
Fabrika by Chivas 18. On the 17th fl oor of boutique 
hotel Klapsons, the outdoor bar boasts canopied 
and cushion-strewn daybeds, perfect for lounging 
on as you savour unusual snacks such as Chivas-
marinated beef skewers and deep-fried Snickers 
candy bars. Wash it down with one of the many 
signature Chivas cocktails on the menu 
(the bar, after all, is a collaboration between whisky 
maker Chivas Regal and the hotel). 

Worth a tipple: the Chivas Sling — a mix 
of Chivas Regal 18, Absolut Pear, Yakult and 
lemonade. 

From there, you also have a spectacular, 
unimpeded view of Resorts World Sentosa — the 
next best thing to being there!

Fabrika by Chivas 18. Klapsons, The Boutique Hotel, 
15 Hoe Chiang Road.
6521-9029. www.fabrika.com.sg

HIT THE LOOF
Head for Loof on the Extended Rooftop of Odeon 
Towers if you need a place to chill. This stylish, 
outdoor bar offers unique seating options — you 
and your date can opt for a cosy booth that is 
sunken into the fl oor, separated from others at 
ground level by a glass panel. But if gazing at 
other people’s footwear is not to your liking, then 
head for the air-conditioned glass gallery to gaze 
at the city’s skyline.

No worries even if it rains! A canopy goes up 
to keep you and your date dry, and you will then 
be entitled to two drinks for the price of one.

Loof. Odeon Towers, 331 North Bridge Road, #03-07.
6338-8035. www.loof.com.sg
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NIGHT LIGHT
Atop The Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore, the outdoor rooftop 
bar, Lantern, overlooks the Marina Bay waterfront and 
provides a 360-degree view of the Central Business District.

The venue’s focal point is a bar in the shape of a glowing 
lantern. But the décor, with its brass fi ttings, should not detract 
you from Lantern’s signature gourmet snacks, among them the 
Wagyu Short Rib Mini Burgers and the Pork Belly Sandwich.

The best time to be there would be at sunset, sipping on its 
signature Red Lantern cocktail and soaking in the music from 
the live Latin band.

Lantern. The Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore, 80 Collyer Quay. 
6597-5299. www.fullertonbayhotel.com
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Millions may proclaim 
their love this Valentine’s 
Day, but how many can say 
they’ve built monuments 
that have lasted centuries? 

buzz
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Love across the ages

Come Valentine’s Day, people around the 
world will fi nd themselves confronted by the 
same question: What would you do for love? 
And how would you show that love? 

In a bid to be unique, some may resort 
to sky-writing or announcing their love on 
billboards along Orchard Road. But for 
some, a love so strong required something 
more than just the occasional trinket or a box 
of chocolates. 

From China to England to America, there 
are monuments that are testaments to love, 
which have stood the test of time. A thousand 
years’ worth of time, in some cases. 

Here, we look at fi ve of these tributes to 
true love.

TOMB OF CONCUBINE CHEN, CHINA
You may not know 
about this, but this is 
arguably one of the 
oldest monuments of 
love. According to lore, 
during the 12th century, 
Emperor Song and his 
beloved concubine Chen 
stopped by the town of 
Jinxi in the region of Jiangsu. Enthralled by the picturesque town, 
Chen decided to extend her stay. However, she fell ill and died there. 

Grieved, Emperor Song buried her body in Jinxi’s Wubao lake 
and ordered the town to change its name from Jinxi to Chenmu 
(literally known as ‘the tomb of concubine Chen’) in memory of 
his beautiful lover. He also erected a temple which took about 40 
years to construct. It included a palace hall, a meditation room and 
the popular Wenchang Pavilion — a three-storey building which 
provided excellent views of the tomb and its surroundings. 

In 1767, a fi re wrecked part of the tomb’s original architecture, 
but extensive renovations were done, and visitors today can once 
again catch a glimpse of this majestic monument.

THE TAJ MAHAL, INDIA
If the Chenmu tomb is the oldest architectural expression of love, 
then the Taj Mahal has to be the most famous. Located about a 
four-hour drive north of India’s Uttar Pradesh region in Delhi, it’s 
also one of the New Seven Wonders of the World.

Built by Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan, the domed mausoleum 
was a testament of his love to his third wife, Empress Mumtaz 
Mahal. She had died in 1631, aged 38, giving birth to their 
fourteenth child. The emperor was said to have banned all music 
and celebration for two years in her memory. 

Construction of the tomb began the year the empress died, 
taking 22 years and 20,000 workers to complete. A fi ne example 
of Mughal architecture — which combines elements from Persian, 
Islamic and Indian architectural styles — the Taj is decorated with 
paintings, calligraphy, intricate inlaid stone work, and fronted with 
a magnifi cent 300 square-metre garden. 

Unfortunately for Shah Jahan, his son Aurangzeb overthrew 
his regime and put him under house arrest. He is said to have spent 
the last years of his life imprisoned in Agra Fort, where he could 
only gaze at the Taj till his death in 1666. Shah Jahan and Mumtaz 
Mahal were fi nally reunited when the emperor was laid to rest next 
to his beloved.
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BOLDT CASTLE, NEW YORK
In a place called Heart Island in the Thousand Islands region 
of the St Lawrence River in New York state, sits a castle that 
was meant — curiously enough — as a Valentine’s Day gift. 

Boldt Castle was meant to be a gift of love from American 
millionaire George C. Boldt, to his wife Louise. After 
spending glorious summers in the picturesque Alexandria 
Bay — where the island is located — in the early 1900s, Boldt 
acquired the island and began work on his dream castle. 
Three hundred of the fi nest stonemasons, carpenters and 
artists were engaged to build the 120-room castle.

The castle was to be completed on Valentine’s Day, 1905. 
But in 1904, tragedy struck. Boldt sent a telegram for all 
construction to stop after Louise died suddenly, aged 41. It is 
said that Boldt never set foot on the island again.

The castle was left desolate for 73 years, until the 
Thousand Islands Bridge Authority acquired the property in 
1977, restoring and developing the castle to its full glory. 

These days, the castle is a favourite spot for many couples 
to hold their vows. Not a bad venue to acknowledge one’s love 
for another, wouldn’t you say?

ELEANOR CROSSES, ENGLAND
If you’re in London and happen to be at Charing Cross station, you might have 
come across this curious structure. It’s a replica of one of the Eleanor Crosses, yet 
another symbol of a king’s love for his queen. 

In 1254, English King Henry III arranged to have his son Edward wed 
Princess Eleanor of Castile. This union wasn’t borne out of true love, but was a 
political manoeuvre. However, Edward — who later became king — soon grew 
to love Eleanor. His deference to her was noted by those who said she quelled his 
sometimes volatile temper.  

The king and his queen were apparently inseparable, and she bore him 16 
children. Unfortunately, in 1290, Eleanor fell ill during one of King Edward’s 
trips to Scotland and died, aged 49. Deeply saddened, the King shut himself away 
and ordered crosses bearing statues of Eleanor to be erected wherever her funeral 
procession stopped overnight, to remind passers-by to speak a prayer for the soul 
of the “Queen of Good Memory”. 

Today, only three of the original 12 crosses remain standing in all of 
Britain, and these can be found in the villages of Waltham Cross, Northampton 
and Geddington. 

EMPRESS JOSEPHINE CLOCK, FRANCE
Despite his many military conquests, which ended with 
that spectacular defeat at Waterloo, there are those who 
said that Napoleon Bonaparte himself was “conquered” 
when he met and married Joséphine de Beauharnais. 

While the word was that Napoleon exploited her 
extensive social circles among the nobility in Paris to fulfi ll 
his career ambitions, the words in the letters he wrote 
showed how much he did love Josephine.

That his love wasn’t quite returned in kind didn’t stop 
him from presenting his empress with a clock in 1805 — 
now known as the Empress Josephine Clock. 

However, when it became clear that Josephine could 
not conceive again, Napoleon decided to divorce her in 
1810. Despite the divorce, he still loved her. On his death 
bed, Napoleon’s last words were: “France, the army, the 
head of the army, Joséphine.” 

The clock now sits at the Franklin Institute Science 
Museum in Philadelphia, USA.
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Scrapbooking has grown in popularity in Singapore, 
since the fi rst scrapbook store Made With Love 
(www.madewithlove.com.sg) was set up in 2003. These days, 
scrapbooking is a popular way of preserving memories and 
decorating them with photographs, stickers and more.

There are scrapbook stores selling all kinds of paper and 
embellishments of all colours, designs and textures to make 
your own exquisite gifts. You can even sign up for a class to 
get started. 

And it isn’t only for women. Men make scrapbooks 
too! Elvira Tan, co-owner of Made With Love, says: “More 
men are scrapbooking — be it to propose marriage or 
celebrate an anniversary. It is no longer seen as a feminine 
activity but an expression of one’s self. Scrapbooks are seen 
as works of ART and the HEART.”  Here are some tips to 
get you started.

1. DECIDE ON WHAT YOUR GIFT WILL BE

Preparing that perfect gift might seem like an uphill task, 
but a little effort is all it takes to leave a lasting impression. 
Find out what your date likes. Does he or she like novelty 
items that can be displayed or does your date prefer 
something practical which can be used? 

Besides photo albums, scrapbooking can also be applied 
to a pretty notice board, or a personalised calendar. These 
items can be displayed anywhere, so you know you’ll always 
be remembered.

2. GO WITH WHAT SHE LIKES AND BUY THE 

MATERIALS ACCORDINGLY

Start with a theme. Do you want the gift to be a memento of 
the times you’ve had together? Or do you want it to express 
your feelings? 

Pick photographs that best tell your story or capture the 
mood you wish to project. You can also add inspirational 
notes, memorabilia such as ticket stubs, or write down lyrics 
of songs or poems which hold special meaning for you both. 

Surprise him or her with coupons of promises to do 
something special. For example, you can promise your date a 
home-cooked meal or a romantic picnic by the beach.

3. BE BOLD WITH MATERIALS

Does he or she prefer a style that’s more feminine, 
funky or vintage? There are plenty of materials — 
glass, plastic, felt, metal or rubber — available to 

IMPRESS YOUR DATE

accessorise and customise your gift. Experiment 
with different embellishments such as buttons, ribbons, 
frames and tags. Use them to jazz up an old photo or layer 
them to add depth to your artwork. 

Look for embellishments with colours that complement 
those in the photographs you intend to use in the scrapbook. 
A note of caution if you are working with dried fl owers that 
were saved from one of your dates — they can cause the 
discolouration of photos and paper.

4. MAKE YOUR GIFT LAST

Most scrapbooking gifts can be put together with paper 
which will not make your photos turn yellow. Look for those 
that are labelled archival-friendly, acid-free or lignin-free. 
Their colours can apparently keep their vibrancy for more 
than 50 years, if they are kept out of the sun and stored in 
less humid parts of the home.

Silica gel sachets which absorb moisture are also useful. 
You can also treat paper memorabilia collected from 
your dates or outings with archival sprays to prevent them 
from discolouring.  

 Tips from Elvira Tan, co-owner of 
Made With Love

style
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Gifts fr  m the heart
Valentine’s Day is just around the corner. Rather than buying 

your date a gift, we suggest making him or her a scrapbook of 

your combined memories — to show just how much you care!
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Show this page at Made With Love to enjoy exclusive offers.

1. Get 10% off when you sign up for a scrapbooking 

workshop worth $95 (inclusive of materials). 

2. Get a gift voucher worth $20 with a minimum purchase 

of $80 worth of scrapbooking materials.

*Not available with other promotions.
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THE LATEST FASHION TRENDS
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Don’t fret over what you should 
wear this Valentine’s Day. Here are 
outfi ts to fl atter every body shape.

Dazzle that date
style

for her
SATIN TOP $78.11, 
LVER, Bugis Junction

RUFFLED SKIRT $77.04, 
LVER, Bugis Junction

SEQUINNED CLUTCH BAG 
$49, Accessorize, Ngee Ann City

BEADED NECKLACE $46, 
Future State, Far East Plaza

EARRINGS $20, Future State, 
Far East Plaza

OPEN TOE HEELS $49.90, 
Charles & Keith, Wisma Atria

TALL & SLIM

STYLE TIP
Avoid large prints 

which draw attention 
to your height. 

Wearing separates will 
also make you 
appear less tall.

for him
PINSTRIPED SHIRT $89, 
River Island, VivoCity

KNITTED VEST $59, G2000, 
ION Orchard

CROPPED PANTS $59.90, 
Fabrick, Far East Plaza

SHOES $119.90, 
Beetle Bug, Wisma Atria

STY
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for her
BLOUSE $49, Topshop, 
Ion Orchard

PANTS $89, River Island, 
Ion Orchard

JACKET $105.93, LVER, 
Bugis Junction

FURRY HANDBAG $175, 
Nine West, Raffl es City

BANGLES $30, Accessorize, 
Ngee Ann City

PEEPTOE HEELS $96,
Pedro, 313@Somerset

for him
SHIRT $139, 
Guy Laroche, Tangs

PANTS $69, G2000, 
ION Orchard

LOAFERS $93, Pedro, 
313@Somerset

STYLE TIP
Pick outfi ts with details 
that will draw attention 

away from areas you 
wish to de-emphasise. 

Dark-coloured bottoms 
will also make hips 

appear smaller. 

PLUS SIZE

for her
DRESS WITH A BOW 
$99, Myth, Far East Plaza

WOVEN CLUTCH BAG 
$69.90, Accessorize, 
Ngee Ann City

EARRINGS $33.90, 
Accessorize, Ngee Ann City

HEELS $53.90, 
Charles & Keith, 
Bugis Junction

for him
STRIPED SHIRT 
$59, G2000, ION Orchard

PANTS $119,
Library, Tangs

LOAFERS $93,
Pedro, 313@Somerset

PETITE

STYLE TIP
Opt for monochrome 
colours to make you 

appear taller. Vertical 
seams or stripes can 

also give the 
illusion of height.

S
O
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SMASHING NEW LOOKS

after
ANNIE SONG
30, Human Resource 

Manager

DUET shows Annie Song and Dan Liew how 
to work their outfi ts for that Chinese New 
Year reunion dinner or Valentine’s Day date. 
by EVELYN MAK AND NELLIE TAY

revamp

g and Dan Liew how 
that Chinese New 
Valentine’s Day date. 

Shoes of all kinds — fl ats, heels, wedges and more — are 
Annie’s biggest fashion indulgence. “I can’t stop buying them,” she 
laughs. While she is often found in dresses during workdays, her 
uniform of choice during the weekends consists of tank tops and 
shorts. She spends most of her free time jogging, swimming and 
chilling out with friends.

Annie’s favourite brands include Zara, River Island and 
Forever 21. She cites their wide variety of designs as the main 
reason for shopping there. 

ANNIE’S MAKEOVER WISH?

“I’ve always wanted to try mixing and matching items to create 
my own style of dressing, but have never dared to try because 
I don’t know how to start!” says Annie. “I’d love to develop a 
wardrobe with more variety, and wear more accessories to 
match my outfi ts.”

 
WHAT WE SAY ABOUT HER NEW LOOK

Mix-and-match outfi ts can be fun and fl irty — 
especially with this romantic one-shoulder top and 
fl irtatious ruffl ed skirt. A pair of chunky bracelets 
add colour and a dash of style.

Ready for
romance
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after

Comfort is key for Dan who loves to wear cotton clothing. 
While jeans may be staple wear for most, Dan says he isn’t a 
fan because of our humid weather. Instead, he loves to throw 
on a pair of bermudas or casual pants, and match these with 
a tee or a short-sleeved shirt. Standard work attire usually 
comprises an understated white or blue long-sleeved shirt 
and pants. 

To relax, Dan attends yoga and salsa classes weekly. 
This fi tness buff also swims two to three times a week and 

jogs occasionally around his workplace at Raffl es Place.

DAN’S MAKEOVER WISH?

“I hope I’ll be able to pull off clothes which I don’t 
usually wear,” says the earnest chap who likes 
neutral earth tones instead of bright colours. 
Dan adds that he usually prefers clothes that 
are easy to mix and match.

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT HIS 

NEW LOOK

While Dan isn’t a person who goes for fashion 
statements, striking colours and patterns such 
as checkered prints can do much to jazz up a 
look. This red and black checkered shirt 

shows off Dan’s broad shoulders and well-built 
physique. Complete the look with a pair of 

distressed jeans for a smart casual ensemble.  

DAN LIEW

36, Manager
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LAWS OF ATTRACTION

Does society’s expectations infl uence your choice of partner? 
Singles share their views.

Great 
expectations

chat

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT 

SOCIETY’S EXPECTATIONS OF 

DATING AND LOVE?

Anthony: In the past, someone with 
a degree was expected to pair up with 
another graduate. But now, educational 
qualifi cations are no longer so 
important. Other qualities, such as 
sharing similar hobbies or interests, are 
taken into consideration too. 
Shereen: I think society plays a big 
role in dating and fi nding a partner. 
People tend to get lost in the idea that 
people of the same calibre should date 
one another. To me, while you should 
be on a similar wavelength with your 
partner, qualifi cations do not matter. 
What sustains a relationship is love 
from the heart. 
Shane: Movies usually show love 
at fi rst sight. However, love in a real 
relationship is about responsibility, 
commitment and patience.
Vernette: Society does play a part 
in the choice of partner. In the past, 
parents dictated who you went out 
with. These days, the 5Cs — cash, car, 
credit card, condominium and club 
membership — are important. We 
are always searching for the “right” 
partner — someone who matches up. 
It’s not easy. I think we should just 
follow the heart.

GUYS, WOULD YOU 

DATE SOMEONE WITH 

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL 

QUALIFICATIONS? 

Anthony: Yes. If you really like her; 
the main issue is whether you are able 
to communicate with each other. 
Shane: I agree. A relationship should 
be based on how well you know her 
rather than a person’s qualifi cations. 

LADIES, WOULD YOU 

DATE SOMEONE WITH 

LOWER EDUCATIONAL 

QUALIFICATIONS?

Shereen: Yes, why not? I have 
dated people who have ‘O’ level 
qualifi cations. It doesn’t bother me 
— they can be successful in their own 
way. We can grow together, but we 
have to be on the same wavelength.
Vernette: How smart and successful 
a person is, or how much he can earn 
in the future, is not determined by his 
qualifi cations. What matters more is 
how motivated he is to succeed.

IN DATING, DOES A PERSON’S 

JOB MATTER? 

Anthony: No. What matters more is 
the frequency of meet-ups. We shouldn’t 
let work affect the relationship. 
No matter how busy you are, it is 

important to have regular dates to 
sustain a relationship. A couple should 
call each other at least once a day. 
Shereen: No, though it might be a 
plus if he had the same job as me; 
he would be able to understand my 
experiences. If he needs to travel 
frequently, we have to trust that we 
are committed to each other.
Shane: I think it matters more to 
men than women, as society expects 
men to support the family. But these 
days, it’s up to the couple if they 
both want to be the breadwinners. 
Support and communication are more 
important in a relationship. 
Vernette: No. If I love him, I’ll 
support my partner in whatever he 
does; as long as he brings in some 
money every month! (All laugh) 
He has to give me the attention that
I need and a sense of security. 
Mutual trust is important. 

GUYS, WOULD YOU DATE 

SOMEONE WHO IS TALLER?

Anthony: Yes, though I think it may 
be hard to fi nd a girl who is taller 
than me! (All laugh) I have a friend 
who is taller than her boyfriend. 
They have been together for a couple 
of years. 
Shane: Yes, if I really liked her a lot.  
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LADIES, WOULD YOU DATE 

SOMEONE WHO IS SHORTER?

Shereen: No. I prefer someone who 
is at least as tall as me — especially as 
I like to wear heels. Generally, 
I think a man’s height can give 
women a sense of security.
Vernette: No. I’ve never dated 
someone who is shorter. He has to be 
at least as tall as I am. Women tend 
to be more self-conscious when it 
comes to dating a shorter partner. 
We tend to feel less secure. 

GUYS, WOULD YOU DATE AN 

OLDER WOMAN?

Anthony: Yes. My mother is actually 
three years older than my father. The 
maximum age difference I can accept 
would be three years.

Shane: Yes. It boils down to 
communication. Older women tend to 
be more mature. Sometimes, it’s hard 
to communicate with my schoolmates 
who are younger than me. I’ll date 
girls who are around my age and 
those who are older too.

LADIES, WOULD YOU DATE A 

YOUNGER MAN?

Shereen: Yes. I’ve been through 
two relationships with a younger 
partner. Age is not the sole factor in a 
relationship. What is more important 
is being on the same wavelength, 
how you perceive things and life 
experiences that you’ve had. I’ve 
dated men three years younger. The 
relationships did not work out as they 
were not ready to commit. We also 
had different goals in life.

Vernette: Yes. My sister-in-law is 
four years older than my brother and 
they have been happily married for 
four years. Age isn’t so important. 
What matters is whether you get 
along. The maximum age difference 
for me should be no more than four or 
fi ve years. 

WHAT QUALITIES OR 

CHARACTERISTICS SHOULD 

YOUR IDEAL PARTNER POSSESS?

Anthony: She needs to be warm. 
It’s a plus if she can cook — not many 
people know how to cook these days. 
Most importantly, we must have 
chemistry.
Shereen: He has to be supportive 
and understanding, and never put me 
down. He should always take time 
to listen, have a sense of humour, be 
warm, friendly and confi dent. 
It’s quite a long list, right? (All laugh)
Shane: My ideal partner should 
be supportive, whatever the 
circumstances. She should look on 
the bright side of things. 
Vernette: He has to be compassionate 
towards animals and the elderly —  
something that most overlook these 
days. He has to be passionate about 
sports, music and life, and be able to 
motivate me along the way. 

WHAT ARE SOME FACTORS 

THAT DETERMINE WHETHER A 

RELATIONSHIP WORKS OUT?

Anthony: Your partner must be able 
to support and encourage you when 
you are down. 
Shereen: In a relationship, we should 
give and take. We shouldn’t blame 
each other for problems that arise. 
Shane: In a relationship, we should 
make each other happy. It helps to 
surprise each other once in a while. 
Pop by your partner’s offi ce 
occasionally. You could also offer to 
cook a meal for your partner. 
Vernette: Communication is the key 
to understanding each other better.  

Anthony Low, 
29, Constituency 
Manager

Simon Shereen, 
28, Teacher

Shane Theng, 
23, Student

Vernette Seah, 
26, Auditor
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Make a new friend!
Meet suave Lionel Lim and adventurous Janet Chua; 

two fun-loving personalities by STELLA THNG

FROM LOVEBYTE.ORG.SG

The best way to wow me is… through good body 
language. The words you say are not as important as 
your body language. I’m attracted to someone with a 
welcoming and open posture. You can then really sense 
her confi dence and sincerity. 

What’s one thing you would never change 
about your partner? I don’t believe in falling 
in love with my clone so I won’t ask her to become 
more like me. I’ll love all the imperfections that 
make her perfect. 

Love is… fi nding your soul mate whom you can walk 
hand in hand with from sunrise to sunset, and grow 
old with.

“I believe in charting my 
own destiny when it comes 
to love. If I fi nd someone 
suitable, I’ll be proactive in 
getting to know her,” says 
Lionel Lim, who has his 
own business — a one-stop 
lifestyle portal offering 
grooming services, image 
consultancy, personal 
training and nutritional 
advice.

“I like to surprise 
people with my actions rather than with words,” says 
the self-confessed practical, yet romantic guy. “I once 
planned a four-in-one surprise for my then-girlfriend’s 
birthday. For the fi rst surprise, I made her a collage of 
photos using Photoshop and got it printed as a photo 
calendar. Next, I brought her to PS Café at Paragon, the 
place she’s always wanted to check out. For the third 
surprise, I checked her in at a luxurious spa and waited 
for her while she was having her massage. Finally, we 
ended the night at a KTV lounge, where I had reserved a 
room. I had also pre-picked a song list of duets that we 
could sing together!” 

An only child, Lionel describes himself as a 
disciplined person who does not party nor smoke, and 
works out at the gym daily. He hopes to fi nd someone 
who shares his love for a healthy lifestyle. 

She may look demure, but Janet 
Chua morphs from “offi ce 
lady” to “intrepid adventurer” 
when the weekend rolls around. 

“I like to try new things,” 
says the plucky human resource 
executive at an IT company. 
“Currently, I’m learning how 
to shoot at the Singapore Gun 
Club. I’m getting pretty good 
at it, and it feels good to hold a 
real gun in my hand.” 

 Janet, who has a degree from the 
Singapore Institute of Management, says her other love is 
travelling. “It gives me the chance to meet more people. 
I’ve gone backpacking in places like Taiwan, China, 
Thailand, and Hong Kong. I enjoy living like a local instead 
of rushing through touristy sights.” This affable woman 
adds that she might consider travelling with a companion 
if the company is right.

The eldest in a family of three daughters, Janet says 
she’s impressed by men who are committed to spending 
quality time with her. “For example, even though my 
previous boyfriend, a Taiwanese, and I were miles apart, 
he’d make the effort to chat on Skype every night and to 
plan regular visits.” 

A Christian, Janet also hopes to fi nd someone of 
the same faith. “I like witty men who are good leaders,” 
she quips. “I enjoy it when a man takes the lead to make 
decisions instead of leaving everything to me!”
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Lionel Lim, 34, 
Entrepreneur
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Janet Chua, 31, 
Human Resource 
Executive 

Meet fellow singles! Sign up for a LoveByte Personals account at www.lovebyte.org.sg 

The nicest thing a guy has done for me is… 
washing my toilet! My ex was visiting me from Taiwan 
and while I was at work, he washed the toilet and 
prepared a meal to surprise me when I got home. 

What’s one thing you would never change 
about your partner? If I like him, I will take him 
for who he is, warts and all. 

Love is… taking the responsibility to commit to 
each other everyday. 

personals
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exciting and comforting to know 
there will be someone waiting for 
me at home after a long day’s work. 
A couple should also create new 
memories no matter how long they 
have been married. 

DID YOU HAVE A DREAM 

WEDDING? 

It was hard trying to create my dream 
wedding while fi lming in Kuala 
Lumpur. There were a lot of things 
I couldn’t see to personally, but my 
partner was truly patient and sweet, 
and got things done with our wedding 
planner. It was a garden wedding 
where only close friends and family 
members were invited. I am not an 
early riser but I decided on a wedding 
lunch because I like nature and would 
love to have my wedding surrounded 
by fl owers and greenery. I did away 
with the traditional ceremonies as 
well, not that I don’t respect the 
elders. This was my big day so 
I wanted it to be different 
and special.  

WHICH IS YOUR 

FAVOURITE 

ROMANTIC MOVIE? 

50 First Dates starring 
Drew Barrymore and 
Adam Sandler. The female 
lead has a medical condition 
that prevents her from retaining 
fresh memories. As a result, the male 
lead has to think of different ways to 
court her every day. We can learn from 
the movie. We should make the effort 
to prevent love from turning stale 
in a relationship.

The truth about love
personality

Local actress Eelyn Kok recently married her boyfriend of three 
years. The actress, twice-nominated for the MediaCorp Star Awards, 

shares her views on love and marriage.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD 

RELATIONSHIP?

Forgiveness and understanding, and 
the ability to say sorry even when you 
don’t feel like it. Saying sorry softens 
the tension that builds up when neither 
party wants to talk. Communication is 
very important too. The day a couple 
stops talking to each other completely, 
you know that the relationship is on 
the rocks. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK GUYS 

SHOULD DO TO IMPRESS 

THEIR DATE?

Make the fi rst move but don’t get too 
aggressive. It’ll defi nitely scare the lady 
off. Sometimes, the girl can make the 
fi rst move too. My girlfriend did that 
and snagged a husband after the fi rst 
date! (Laughs)

WHAT DID YOUR PARTNER DO 

TO WIN YOUR HEART?

He is very patient with me and I truly 
appreciate that. I wasn’t really into 
him when we fi rst met but he wasn’t 
pushy or aggressive. We hung out once 
a week, which was fairly comfortable 
in getting to know each other better. 
Months later, he had to leave for the 
United States for three weeks. Soon 
after he left, I received a box fi lled with 
biscuits, canned soup and chocolates 
with a sweet message. I thought that 
was really touching.

AS A NEW BRIDE, WHAT 

ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON 

MARRIAGE?

To succeed, marriage requires a lot 
of work from both parties, but it’s 

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU 

HAVE FOR SINGLES WHO 

ARE LOOKING FOR THE 

“RIGHT ONE”?

I don’t think there is a right one. 
Everyone is different. It’s more about 
having common life goals and sharing 
the same views about important things 
in life.  

NOTES ON LOVE
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 FALLACY #1
“I can’t afford to go for dates — no time, no money!” 

VIOLET LIM (LUNCH ACTUALLY): Often, the 
best dates are those that happen on a shoestring budget. 
When you don’t have much to spend, you are forced to be 
creative and think out of the box. It’s not the context of the 
date, but the companionship that matters. Surprise your 
date with your thoughtfulness and you will defi nitely win 
him or her.

Do you have a dozen reasons to believe that fi nding true love 
is “mission impossible”? Seasoned dating experts tell you otherwise.      

by STELLA THNG

MEET SOMEONE NEW

LYDIA GAN (CLIQUE WISE): If something is 
important to you, you’ll make time for it. Dating is about 
getting to know each other better. You can spend quality 
time together over a meal that you have to take anyway. 
Choose a restaurant that’s not too noisy so that both of 
you are comfortable and can hear each other well. Some 
restaurants offer set meals at less than $20 — there’s no 
need for expensive dinners or wines. Find out what your 
date likes and work around it. If she likes intricate designs, 
drop by Little India and get some exquisite bangles or 
earrings. These only cost a few dollars. It is the sincerity 
that counts, not how much money you spend.
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getting to know

Love fallacies
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frames and hairstyles that will bring out the best in you.
Being attractive is also about the way you carry yourself. 
Be comfortable in your own skin and be positive. 
Be appreciative of what your date does for you, and enjoy 
the date. Celebrity fashion designer Michael Kors once said: 
“Wear a great smile; a good sense of humour is sexy.”

 
FALLACY #5
“Someone that great is probably attached, 

or has a lot of people after him/her. How can 

I possibly compete?” 

VIOLET: We are all afraid of rejection. That’s natural. 
However, nothing ventured, nothing gained. If you don’t 
even provide an opportunity for him or her to get to know 
you better, obviously nothing is going to happen. Be positive, 
open-minded and smile. You will be amazed at how quickly 
this will help you jumpstart your dating journey.

LYDIA: You can improve yourself and become a more 
attractive person. Learn to be an interesting personality 
with good conversation skills, poise and confi dence. 
When you’re positive, engaging and reliable, you will 
naturally attract people.

 
FALLACY #6
“My failed relationships just prove that I have no 

luck with love. I have to accept the fact that I’ll 

never fi nd anyone.”

LYDIA: We have to study and prepare for exams; we don’t 
rely on luck. Similarly, when it comes to relationships, 
we may have to go through a few relationships to help 
us discover what works for us. This is how we learn to 
communicate with the opposite gender, work for a better 
romance, and learn to sustain our relationships.

Also, refl ect on why your past relationships have not 
worked. Is it because you tend to go for a certain type of 
man or woman? They may not be suitable for you due 
to differences in lifestyle, character or values. Talk to a 
relationship coach to help you manage your emotions, 
expectations and relationship fears.  

VIOLET: When we come out of a failed relationship, 
we often think we’ll never meet someone better. We think 
it’s the end of the world. Recognise that it’s just a phase 
and you will eventually snap out of it. Take each and every 
failed relationship as lessons learnt to help you fi nd one that 
will work. 

 
FALLACY #2
“I have not met anyone who’s suitable for me.” 

LYDIA: There are 500,000 singles in Singapore. If you 
make an effort to widen your social circle, I’m sure you 
can meet someone suitable. But if you have been actively 
looking for a relationship for years but with little results, 
you may need to refl ect and evaluate if your dating 
checklist is realistic.

VIOLET: Meeting someone suitable is just one of the 
aspects of fi nding the right one. Being the right one and 
choosing the right one are equally important as well. While 
you look for a suitable match, you should also spend some 
time to refl ect on your presentation and dating criteria.

 
FALLACY #3
“All the good men and women are taken.”

VIOLET: Keep thinking that and it will end up a self-
fulfi lling prophecy. If you believe that all the good men and 
women are taken, you will always have blinkers on. Even 
if the right guy or girl comes along, you will not realise it. 
Think of it this way: “So what if most good men or women 
are taken… I need only one!”

LYDIA: There is a constant supply of good men or 
women who want to get married. The question is whether 
you are willing to make the time and effort to meet them, 
to be more attractive and to woo them. Being negative is 
certainly not an attractive quality. Over the years, we’ve 
successfully matched more than 40 couples. I fi nd that 
these people have common traits — they are positive, open 
to meeting people and are amiable. 

 
FALLACY #4
“I’m not exactly attractive. He/she probably 

won’t like me.”

VIOLET: Looks are important to many people. However, 
the problem sometimes is not about appearance but 
confi dence. If you feel that you are not good enough, you 
probably will end up being not good enough. When you are 
confi dent, you will shine. You have to love yourself fi rst.

LYDIA: Nobody is perfect. The key is to camoufl age the 
fl aws and bring focus to your best features. Get an image 
consultant to identify the style of clothes, colours, spectacle 
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MAKE THAT RELATIONSHIP WORK

REMEMBER YOUR DATE’S LIKES AND DISLIKES

Just like how you’d put in extensive effort to woo a client 
by reading up about his company, similarly, you should 
invest plenty of attention in a new relationship. Start by 
taking note of what your date likes, so that you can suggest 
suitable activities. A little extra effort can make all the 
difference between an average date and an amazing one. 

Lydia Gan, co-founder of Clique Wise, recalls her 
client dated a woman who had mentioned that she was 
a fan of Hollywood actress Kate Hudson. “When the 
new Kate Hudson romantic comedy was screening, 
he brought her to watch the movie with him. She really 
appreciated his effort for taking to heart what she had 
shared with him.

SPRING SURPRISES

Besides your usual dinner and movie dates, it’s nice to give 
your date little surprises once in a while.

Violet Lim, co-founder of Lunch Actually, says: 
“One of my clients has a pilot’s licence. So he took his 
date for a spin in a plane on one of their dates. Needless 
to say, she was charmed. Today, they are married and still 
‘fl ying’ together.”

Small gestures can impress too. After all, it’s the 
thought that counts. Do something sweet like surprising 
him or her with a favourite chocolate bar or pre-order 
your date’s favourite dishes at a restaurant. Imagine the 
surprise on your date’s face when platter after platter of 
his or her favourite food is brought out. 

ADD A PERSONAL TOUCH

You want to tell your date how much you’ve enjoyed your 
time together. It may be more convenient to buy a card off 
the shelf, but why not make your own? 

So what if you aren’t exactly a great artist? Some 
sincere and funny doodling will make him/her smile, and 
will be treasured much more than a glossy, expensive card.  

Bring on the 
romance

You’ve met someone — who may be The One — and your dates have been 
wonderful so far. Now, how do you keep the sizzle going so that you win 

him/her over completely? by STELLA THNG

dating

If you don’t fancy drawing, consider writing a story or 
a poem instead. Violet has a sweet story to tell. “A client 
of ours wrote a poem for his lady love. He even used the 
fi rst alphabet of each sentence to spell her name. She was 
defi nitely touched by his gesture. Now they are married.”

BE A GOOD LISTENER, BUT KNOW 

WHEN TO TAKE CHARGE 

“When you’re on a date, keep the 
atmosphere comfortable and fun so 

that she enjoys being with you,” suggests 
Lydia. “Being able to listen and to take the lead are 
desirable qualities. It also makes a woman feel adored 
and respected.”

It may sound easy, but being a good listener means 
paying real attention; not zoning out as she chatters on. 
Women appreciate men who know when to tune in to their 
desires and take over to make decisions.

As Josephine Seow, 31, says: “I am surprised at how 
attentive Leonard (her boyfriend) is. Sometimes, he’ll 
surprise me with a little gift on our date. It could be 
something that I had casually mentioned having a liking for 
while we were window shopping, such as a cute handphone 
case. Such little gestures really make me feel pampered.” 

Pamela Tan, 33, likes it when her man takes charge. 
“Although I am a manager at work, I get tired of telling 
people what to do. I used to get frustrated when my ex-
boyfriend said ‘Anything lor’ when I asked him where he 
wanted to go on our dates, what he wanted to eat or even 
where we should go for a holiday. I felt as though I had to 
manage my team at work, and take care of everything in 
my relationship. 

“My current boyfriend is considerate enough to 
ask for my opinion. He is also assertive enough to take 
the reins. Once, he planned a surprise trip to Bintan. 
All I had to do was grab my passport, some clothes, and 
go. I loved it!”  

THIS 
ONE’S 

FOR THE 
GUYS!
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1 Go on a 
memory trail

Plan a one-day tour of the places 
that hold signifi cant memories for 
both of you. Bring him/her to the 
park where you held hands for the 
fi rst time. Catch a movie at the 
cinema where you went on your 
fi rst movie date. Surprise him/her 
with the chocolate brownie you had 
baked to celebrate your fi rst-year 
anniversary. It doesn’t have to be an 
expensive celebration — the trick is 
to evoke memories of your romance. 

 

2 Cook for each other
Why not cook your own feast 

of love? Bond with your partner; do 
your grocery shopping together. It 
may not sound romantic but it can 
be lots of fun as you discover more 
about each other’s likes and dislikes. 
Keep the menu simple if you aren’t 
fabulous cooks. Even canned soup, 
a simple pasta dish and strawberries 
for dessert can be a feast if the 
company is right. 

 

3 Declare your 
love publicly

Email or send in a song dedication 
to your partner’s favourite radio 
station. Actually, why stop at one? 
Send the dedication to all the radio 
stations at different time belts for 
a greater chance of getting your 
dedication read on air. You can be 
as mushy as you want! It will be a 
thrill for your partner to hear his or 
her name mentioned on air. 
And best of all, it’s free!

VALENTINE’S DAY SIZZLE

Need some ideas to wow your date on 14 February? Here are a few ideas to get you started. 

 DUET * FEB–APR 2011 23
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So you’ve heard interesting proposal stories from friends around you. 
When your turn comes, how would you like the proposal to be? If you are 

the one popping the question, how do you ensure that the answer is 
“Oh, yes!”? Here are fi ve proposal ideas for your easy reference. 

by STELLA THNG

IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO

IDEA #1 
THE ORIGINAL AND THE 

UNEXPECTED 

When James Neo, 28, fi rst broached the idea of going HDB-
fl at-shopping to Ling Tan, 28, his girlfriend of fi ve years, 
she thought that was the proposal. “Frankly, I was a little 
disappointed because it’s so typical of Singaporean guys to 
think that buying a fl at is a marriage proposal,” laughs Ling. 
“But my friends kept teasing me that at least he was willing 
to marry me!” 

 The couple started checking out fl ats with their 
property agent for a few weekends. Their daily conversations 
were fi lled with property jargon like ‘valuation’, ‘prime 
location’ and ‘original condition versus renovations’. 

They met up as usual on one Saturday. Ling was 
thinking of more house viewing, not knowing that 
James already had a pleasant surprise planned for her. 
“I handed Ling a card I’d made. On the cover, I pasted 
a photo of myself with the caption: ‘Prime location with 
good amenities. Original condition but available for 
renovation,” said James. When Ling fl ipped it open, there 
was a second photo of James holding a heart-shaped 
cushion, with the words: “Valuation: Out of this world. 
Will you marry me?”  

Ling was so surprised, she cried before she said “Yes!”          

IDEA #2 
THE SIGNIFICANT 

MOMENTS

Kenny Soh, 32, and his wife of three years, Linda, 29, fi rst 
met at Zouk when they were head-banging teens. “We 
used to frequent Mambo Jambo night on Wednesdays, and 
embarrassingly, we’d do all the Para Para moves. That was 
how we met: her group was impressed by my group’s moves 
and we started dancing together!” laughs Kenny. 

Remembering fondly the sweet memories they shared 
at Zouk, Kenny decided to recreate it when he proposed. 
They hadn’t been to Mambo Jambo for years, but Kenny 
convinced Linda to join him one Wednesday. 

“He said he had to bring an overseas client to Zouk,” 
said Linda. “When we arrived, the ‘client’ conveniently 

‘called’ to say he felt unwell and couldn’t join us. So Kenny 
cajoled me to stay and dance for old times’ sake,” said Linda. 

“By the time we left at 3 am, we were giggling like 
school kids, remembering all the cheesy moves. Then, right 
outside Zouk, he pulled out a ring and asked me to marry 
him! He didn’t go down on one knee and nobody even 
noticed it. But it felt so special, of course I said yes!”  

 

IDEA #3 
ROPE IN YOUR PALS

Finance Executive Eddy Wee, 
30, took it seriously when his girlfriend of three years, 
Fang Xinyi, 27, joked about marrying him only after he had 
completed a 2,000-piece jigsaw puzzle for her.

He roped in two of his pals to help him complete a 
huge jigsaw puzzle which had the picture of popular Walt 
Disney characters Mickey and Minnie Mouse. 

It took three painstaking months for the puzzle 
to be completed, before the scene could be set for the 
proposal to be held at Capella Singapore, a luxury resort 
at Sentosa. 

“I had planned a visit to Universal Studios at 
Resorts World Sentosa for the day, while my pals 
decorated the room with tealights and rose petals in 
preparation for the proposal at night. However, all the 
theme park tickets were sold out for that day! I had to 
send an email to Universal Studios, begging them to 
sell me a pair of tickets as I was going to propose to my 
girlfriend. Luckily, they agreed!” said Eddy. 

When Xinyi returned to the room that day, she was 
stunned. The couple had agreed that they would only 
settle down after they had established their careers, so this 
came as a complete surprise. 

“I did not expect him to propose so soon as he had 
just taken on a new job,” said Xinyi. “I was touched 
by his effort to piece together a jigsaw puzzle for 
the proposal. It was something which I had casually 
mentioned as a joke. When he got down on one bended 
knee, I knew I had to say ‘Yes!’” 

The couple plan to get married next year. 
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“Will you marry me?”

relationship
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IDEA #4 
‘SWEETEN’ THE DEAL

They say the best way to a 
man’s heart is through his stomach. It works the same way 
for women too, it seems. Jessie Chng, 34, is a huge fan of 
anything chocolate and her boyfriend, Chan Seng Lee, 32, 
knows this all too well. 

“I went to the supermarket and bought every chocolate 
thing that I could fi nd. Her favourite chocolate bars, 
hot chocolate packs, even chocolate sauce and chocolate 
sprinkles. I arranged everything nicely into a big hamper 
and sent it to her offi ce on her birthday. After taking her 
out for dinner, I sent her home and brought her to the 
fridge. I’d arranged with her mum to use her freezer, which 
I fi lled with her favourite Ben & Jerry’s ice creams. Right 
on top of the ice cream containers was the ring with the 
message ‘Marry me!’ 

The sweet thoughts defi nitely won over the bride-to-be 
who is not one to resist a sugary confection! Jessie says, 
“I was stunned! He even got my parents to record 
everything on video. Of course, I said ‘Yes!’” And yes, she 
is still chomping her way through her chocolate bars. 

IDEA #5 
LET YOUR IMAGINATION 

TAKE FLIGHT (LITERALLY!)

“I wanted to propose to my sweetheart inside one of the 
capsules on the Singapore Flyer, in the presence of my family 
and friends,” said civil servant Royston Thong, 30. 

“When I saw SDN’s advertisement inviting readers to 
send in their Valentine’s Day wish, I knew I had to grab the 
opportunity to propose to my girlfriend of three years,” 
said Royston who met his girlfriend Soh Hwee Tin, 29, 
at an event organised by the Singapore Soka Association.

The couple’s special day took place on Valentine’s 
Day last year. What made that date memorable was that 
it coincided with the fi rst day of the Lunar New Year. 
Royston even roped in Hwee Tin’s sister, Debbie, for the 
proposal. Her job was to bring Hwee Tin to the Singapore 
Flyer on the pretence that they had won complimentary 
tickets for a ride. 

“Both of our family members were in on the act too. 
Once Hwee Tin and her family boarded the capsule, my 
family members surrounded and distracted her with small 
talk so that I could surprise her,” said Royston. 

A minute later, Royston appeared in front of his 
sweetheart, serenading her with the classic Mandarin 
love song ‘The Moon Represents My Heart’, before he got 
down on one knee to propose. Hwee Tin was so touched 
that she cried before saying ‘Yes’. For the fi nale, Royston 
led Hwee Tin towards a laptop which played a slideshow 
of the happy memories that they had shared.

“Initially, I was disappointed that Royston could not join 
me at the Singapore Flyer. I was surprised when he appeared 
in front of me. I’m very happy that everyone got together to 
share this special moment with me,” said Hwee Tin. 
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 STEP 1

Tell her parents
If you have been dating seriously, you’ve probably already 
met her parents. Letting them know in advance will earn you 
brownie points, and make you the perfect ‘sensible’ future 
son-in-law. Some even involve their partner’s parents in the 
proposal process, especially if she has a close relationship 
with her parents. 

 STEP 2

Get the ring
Some women like to choose the engagement rings 
themselves, but then, that takes the romance out of the 
process. If you have talked about getting married, then you 
probably have a good idea of the type of ring she would like. 
Start researching on the 4Cs when getting a diamond ring – 
Carat, Cut, Colour and Clarity. Alternatively, enlist the help 
of her best friend or sister who would usually be more than 
happy to help out.

 STEP 3

Think about WHERE and WHEN 
to propose
Keep her personality in mind. Is she the type who would 
prefer a proposal in an intimate setting with just the two of 
you? Or is she the sort who would love to have an audience? 
If so, indulge her. Consider doing something out of the 
ordinary. For example, going on a hot air balloon, proposing 
at the top of Mount Kinabalu in Malaysia (if you’re avid 
trekkers), or even over the radio. You can also surprise her 
during the course of a normal day. It’s up to you to decide 
how creative and memorable you want to make the occasion.

IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO

ASK IT RIGHT
This is for the guys! Need extra help in popping The Question? Here is a fi ve-step guide for you to plan the 
perfect proposal, courtesy of Violet Lim from SDNTrust accredited agency Lunch Actually.  

 STEP 4

Keep the occasion serious
The whole proposal will be ingrained in her mind and 
recounted step by step for friends, so choose your words 
carefully as they will be “immortalised”. Do not trivialise it 
by saying, “So, wanna get married?” Stick to the traditional 
“Will you marry me?”. As for whether you should go on 
bended knee, it depends on the setting. But consider it, 
especially if your partner is the traditional or the romantic 
type. She may well be expecting you to kneel and would be 
disappointed if you didn’t.

 STEP 5

Be prepared for her answer
If you have come to this stage, chances are you are quite 
sure that she’s going to say yes. But just in case, do prepare 
for the off-chance that she might say no, or that she needs 
to think about it. If she says yes, rejoice with her. Dance 
with her and hug her. The worst thing that can happen at 
this juncture is an excited woman faced with a guy who 
has a blank look on his face. 

Finally, stay true to your relationship and to who you are. 
Remember the reason you are doing this — you are asking 
the woman you love for her hand. A proposal with ‘the 
full works’ might work for some, but for others, it might 
just be the simple recital of a handwritten love poem or the 
dedication of a song declaring your love. Good luck!

relationship
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HOPEFUL FOR A RELATIONSHIP

I met a girl through an online 
chat. We spent a few weeks 
chatting on the phone and sending 
SMSes to each other before we 
met. The fi rst two dates turned 
out well. After the third date, I 
confessed that I liked her and 
asked if there was a chance for 
our friendship to develop further. 
She replied that she wasn’t sure, 
which I had expected. We both 
agree that something seems to be 
missing. We are both rather quiet 
by nature. Could this be why our 
relationship has yet to develop? 
What can I do to create sparks 
between us? Would having the 
same interests help? 
Dr Love: Being optimistic is good. 
However, it may not be realistic to 
expect instant results when it comes 
to dealing with matters of the heart. 
What happened to the good old days 
of getting to know a person better 
before going steady? 

Perhaps you may be expecting 
too much too soon. You may have 
scared off your potential girlfriend by 
expressing your hope of developing 
the relationship. Maybe you should 
let nature take its course and give 
yourselves the chance to get to know 
each other better. It is unrealistic 
to think that you alone can or are 
responsible for igniting the “spark” in 
your relationship.

This is only the third date, so 
take things easy. Just enjoy each 
other’s company and the process 
of discovering each other. Time 
will tell if you are right for each 

Ask dr l  ve

other. There are many successful 
marriages between people of the 
same personality types (i.e. introverts 
with introverts or extroverts with 
extroverts), as well as between 
opposites (i.e. introverts with 
extroverts). The lack of chemistry 
may not be due to the fact that you 
are both introverts. 

ARE WE JUST FRIENDS? 

I like a female colleague who 
is three years my senior. I kept 
my distance from her because 
I knew she had a boyfriend. 
Several months ago, she had some 
problems with her boyfriend and 
we grew closer. They broke up 
twice but made up, and recently 
they broke up again. This time, 
they deleted each other from 
Facebook and MSN. 

She knows about my feelings 
towards her and even mentioned 
that she thought of leaving her 
then-boyfriend for me. However, 
she also told me explicitly that it is 
not possible for us to be together. 

I am confused. Not long ago, 
she sent me a SMS saying that 
she missed me. Later, she said she 
was drunk. I am sure she feels 
something towards me, but I do 
not wish to pursue the issue for 
fear of ruining our friendship. 
Should I simply let go and be the 
friend she wants? 
Dr Love: It is clear that this girl only 
wants you as a friend and you know it 
in your head, though it may take time 
for your heart to accept it. After all, 
you’ve said that she “explicitly” said 

so. In situations when one becomes 
a “confi dante” when another is 
going through a rough patch, 
inadvertently one or both may feel 
“close” to the other.

As a rule of thumb, if one is 
undergoing some problems with 
one’s partner, it is always less 
complicated to ask for support from 
a friend of the same gender. When 
you share what’s deepest in thoughts 
and emotions, this close connection 
may complicate and confuse things. 

I suggest that in order to 
be less confused, you maintain 
some distance from her. You can 
encourage her to get alternative 
support from her girl friends or 
family members, or seek advice from 
a counsellor. 

Be careful that this does not 
become a lopsided relationship 
where you become a “side kick” 
whenever she has an argument with 
her boyfriend or ex-boyfriend. It 
is unfair to you and you deserve 
better. You need to ask yourself if 
you are really interested in her and 
are willing to wait for her. If yes, tell 
her that when she has sorted out her 
thoughts and gotten over her ex, and 
if she has some liking for you, she 
can let you know.  
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Please send in your questions 
to SDN, 8 Stevens Road, 
S257819 or email 
mcys_sdn@mcys.gov.sg 
(Subject: Ask Dr Love)

DUET’s resident relationship guru Dr Linda 
Haverkamp-Heng is here to hear you out and 
offer useful advice.

l  vl vvl vl  v
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TRUE STORIES TO INSPIRE

While some matches are made in heaven, other 
equally blissful unions look more like they were pieced 
together in the school of hard knocks. Just ask Shahreen 
Aman, 31, a Ministry of Education (MOE) Senior 
Offi cer, and Noorazizah Mohd Kamali, 27, a library 
offi cer. These newlyweds will tell you that the path of 
true love is paved with compromises and adjustments, 
and walking it requires sweat, tears and even a bit of 
blood — literally!      

Both had participated in dating activities, but their 
paths did not cross until a pair of cupids fi red away. 
“We only met each other after Tina from the then-Social 
Development Unit and Kim Suan, a Social Development 
Offi cer based at MOE, matched us together,” says 
Shahreen who made the fi rst move by asking Noor out 
for coffee. “And we’ve been together since June 2008!”

BUMPS ON THE ROAD

Like all love stories, theirs was not without its challenges. 
When they fi rst knew each other, Noor was studying part-
time and had to work in the evenings and on weekends. 
Shahreen had his own work commitments, such as the 
Youth Olympics Games (YOG) and Asian Youth Games.

Time became a precious commodity, and the pair 
resolved to make every moment count. “We tried our 
best to make time for stuff like window shopping, 
movie dates, exercising together, or just chilling at 
cafes,” they recounted.    

Thankfully, they could count on small blessings. 
As Shahreen explains, “I live in Tampines and she 
lives nearby in Simei. Sometimes, when Noor was 
studying at home, I’d jog or cycle over just to wave to 
her from downstairs!” 

When love 
conquers all

Relationships aren’t always a bed of roses. Shahreen Aman and 
Noorazizah Mohd Kamali — who were married last December — share 

how they work out their differences and strengthen their bonds.  
by STELLA THNG 

success
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Shareen is unpredictable and loves to spring surprises 
— something Noor loves, but this has its share of risks 
as she discovered just before her 27th birthday. “He had 
learnt how to bake, just to make me a chocolate cake for 
my birthday. He even practised with ‘prototypes’ on his 
colleagues just to get it right. He also took a video as proof 
that he really baked it, edited it with music and subtitles, 
and roped in his mum as an extra,” laughs Noor. 

But on his way to surprise her with the cake, Shahreen 
bumped his head on a low beam at the carpark and cracked 
his forehead. “There was blood everywhere, “ Noor recalls. 
“We ended up taking a cab to Changi Hospital, where he 
got six stitches. It was an unforgettable surprise indeed.”

But a faint heart never won a fair lady, and Shahreen 
remained ever-determined to secure his bride. His proposal 
was carried out with similar military precision. “We were 
out window-shopping, and he dragged me into a jewellery 
shop to check out some bangles,” recalls Noor. “I didn’t 
know it, but he’d already told the salesgirl of his intentions. 
After showing me the bangles, she cajoled me to try out 
some rings. The secret plan was to fi nd out my ring size but 
I didn’t suspect a thing.”

Then, on Deepavali day in 2008, just three months 
after they started dating, Shahreen popped the question. 
“I said yes immediately because it just felt right,” says the 
recent bride. 

“We didn’t face any objections from our parents, 
although my mom was initially shocked that he’d proposed 
so soon,” recalls Noor. “I’ve dated other guys but he was 
the fi rst one I’d brought home. Fortunately, it didn’t take 
her too long to get used to the idea, once she saw how 
supportive he was of my plans and goals.”

TALK IS NOT CHEAP

As with every couple, petty arguments are inevitable and 
Shahreen and Noor have their fair share of them. 

“Noor has this annoying habit of not answering her 
phone because it’s always on silent mode,” says Shahreen. 
“Sometimes, she even forgets to bring it with her, or the 
battery’s dead. This always leads to something unpleasant!” 

“He’ll nag for half an hour!” Noor laughs. “In my 
defence, it’s a job hazard.  I work in a library, so I have to 
set my phone to silent mode.”

 Calling SDN’s success couples! If you found your 
soulmate through SDN or our accredited dating agencies, 
email us at mcys_sdn@mcys.gov.sg (Subject title: 
SDN Success Story). $150 cash vouchers and a set 
of SDN bears will be given to every couple. 
If you know any friends who have gotten married 
through us, please email us too! We’ll give you a token of 
appreciation if your friend’s story is featured in DUET.

Noor’s big gripe about Shahreen is his obsession 
with the latest tech toys. “He’s got just about every Apple 
product out there! Maybe he should buy them for me 
instead!” She quips cheekily, adding, “he can be critical at 
times too.” 

But they found a way to resolve confl icts. “Most of 
our arguments are due to miscommunication, or because 
we perceive things differently,” acknowledges the couple. 
Their solution is to “always talk things out and learn 
from every argument so as to avoid it in future,” says 
Shahreen. The pair insist that every couple is different and 
should seek solutions that work for them. “Now, we try to 
manage differences by sharing our concerns and plans.”

Thankfully, Noor has a better work arrangement now. 
Shahreen’s YOG commitments have also ended, allowing 
them more time together. 

IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT

The happy couple, who just got married in December 
2010, readily lavish praise on each other. “Noor is a 
wonderful listener. She’s always ready to try something 
new with me,” says Shahreen about his new wife. “More 
importantly, she puts a smile on my face after a hard day 
at work.” Similarly, Noor is full of praise for her hubby: 
“He’s very supportive in everything I do, be it my part-
time studies at UniSIM, my job or my volunteer work as a 
storyteller at various children’s libraries,” she says. 

Going forward, the newly weds have already decided 
on the number of kids they want. “Three, and we’d like 
our mums to be involved in the babysitting,” says Noor. 
Sounds like a pretty neat plan!  
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“Most of our arguments 
are due to miscommunication, 
or because we perceive things 
differently... Always talk things 
out and learn from every 
argument so as to avoid it in 
future,” – Shahreen
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SELF-IMPROVEMENT

The above books are available from NLB’s Public Libraries. You can check their availability via 

NLB’s online catalogue at www.pl.sg

Have you always wished for people to listen closely to what you 
say? Check out these books on simple conversation tips.

WHAT DO YOU SAY WHEN... 
Author Florence Isaacs
Publisher New York : Clarkson Potter / 
Publishers, c2009
Call Number English 395 ISA

Knowing just what to say and when 
to say it is a skill that many would 
like to have. Arranged according 
to the type of occasions (Social, 
Business and Professional, and 
Other times for conversation), this 
is a detailed guide to conversation, 
starting with the very defi nition of 
‘a conversation’ and rules that 
govern it. The author also 
provides pointers on listening, 
as good listeners make good 
conversationalists. 

HOW TO SELL YOURSELF
Author Arch Lustberg
Call Number English 153.6 LUS
Publisher Franklin Lakes, 
NJ: Career Press, c2008

Have you ever made the common 
mistake of trying to impress the other 
party when we should be trying to 
express ourselves to them? The author, 
Arch Lustberg, one of America’s leading 

performance coaches, says that there are three 
things we need to sell ourselves: Competence, 
Likeability and Luck. With short and easy-to-
read chapters, this book will be helpful for those 
who would like to better express themselves in 
order to succeed, whether in love or in life. 

COMMUNICATION SECRETS
Author Carolyn Boyes
Publisher  London: Collins, 2010
Call Number English 658.45 BOY — [BIZ]

This is part of the series 
‘Secrets: The Experts Tell 
All!’ Explore the 50 ‘secrets’ 
that can enhance your 
communication skills. Learn 
how to portray a friendly 
image, build rapport with 
and communicate clearly to 
others. A slim and handy 
book, this is a useful read 
for anyone who wants to 
quickly pick up some skills 
on effective communication. 

 Book reviews contributed by Janice Ow 
and Lim Lee Lian, associate librarians of 

National Library Board (NLB).

A GOOD TALK 
Author Daniel Menaker
Publisher New York: 
Twelve, 2010
Call Number English 302.
346 MEN

A Good Talk is a guide that 
highlights the factors that 
drive and enliven every good 
conversation. Learn about 
the origins of language and 
social talk, as well as how 
good conversations work. 
The author talks about the 
four stages of conversation: 
Survey, Discovery, Risk 
and Roles, as well as 
common social dilemmas and 
conversational opportunities.

Chat me up
books
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What: NO STRINGS ATTACHED 
When: Opens 17 Feb 2011
Why It’s A Must Watch: There’s a buff Ashton Kutcher 
for the women, and a gorgeous Natalie Portman for the 
guys, what more can anyone ask for? Directed by popular 
fi lm producer and director Ivan Reitman, it’s a story that 
poses the age-old conundrum: Can two friends keep a strictly 
physical relationship without hearts getting involved? Sounds 
like a fi lm that will keep friends or couples discussing long 
after the movie, over coffees, dinners and drinks. Score!

IT’S A DATE movies

What: JUST GO WITH IT
When: Opens 10 Feb 2011
Why It’s A Must Watch: The Queen of romantic comedies 
Jennifer Aniston stars alongside funnyman Adam Sandler 
and Sports Illustrated swimsuit pin-up Brooklyn Decker 
in what reportedly is an unauthorised remake of the 2005 
Bollywood hit Maine Pyaar Kyun Kiya, which was originally 
inspired by the 1965 classic Cactus Flower. The story revolves 
around how a plastic surgeon (Sandler) ends up asking his 
receptionist (Aniston) to pretend to be his ex-wife, in order 
to help him hook up with his dream girl (Decker). Enjoy silly 
laughs from Sandler, eye candy in the form of hot-bodied 
Decker and the overall sweetheart charm of Aniston.

What: FOREVER
When: Opens 3 Mar 2011
Why It’s A Must Watch: In this classic romantic comedy, 
W.E.D (Wedding Education Department) video consultant 
Joey (Joanna Dong) is set to marry handsome music teacher 
Gin (Taiwanese actor Mo Tzu Yi) whom she has been in a 
whirlwind romance with after they were cast together in a 
W.E.D video. According to director Wee Li Lin’s word,
this is “a fi lm about two people who fi nd love just at 
the crossroads of fantasy and reality”. It’s also the fi rst 
Singaporean fi lm to receive a double world premiere — at 
the 12th Jakarta International Film Festival and 34th Cairo 
International Film Festival on 1 December 2010. 

What: GNOMEO & JULIET
When: Opens 3 Mar 2011
Why It’s A Must Watch: Shakespeare’s revered tale gets 
a comical, off-the-wall makeover in this animation movie 
of garden gnomes. The always likable James McAvoy 
(Wanted) and Emily Blunt (Young Victoria) are the voices 
of Gnomeo and Juliet, who like their quasi-namesakes, are 
caught up in a feud. But with plastic pink fl amingos and 
thrilling lawnmower races in the mix, can this young couple 
fi nd a happy ending? With a big-name voice cast that 
includes Michael Caine, Maggie Smith, Patrick Stewart and 
Ozzy Osbourne, plus classic and original songs by Elton 
John, we think yes. 

From complicated friendships to 

garden gnomes, these four movies are 

light-hearted yet thought-provoking — 

perfect for a date! by ANNIE HOWIn the mood 

for love
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LET’S GET AWAY

Whether it is with the special person in your life or with friends, 
consider spending Valentine’s Day at one of these popular 

destinations, each romantic in its own way.

SUN MOON LAKE, TAIWAN

This beautiful lake is the largest in Taiwan, and is situated 
right in the centre of the island, in Yuchih, Nantou County. 
With the lake’s tranquil and turquoise waters set against 
surrounding mountains that sometimes seem to “magically 
disappear” into the mist, it is no wonder that Sun Moon Lake 
drew more than 3.6 million visitors in 2009.

The best time to visit is in February or March for that 
is when the Aboriginal Cherry Blossom Festival is on. 
Hundreds of mountain cherry trees are then in full bloom, 

travel

Romance in the air

and the nearby Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village hosts 
cultural performances by poets, dancers and musicians. 
Pack a picnic lunch and enjoy the festivities amid cool crisp 
mountain air. It’s pretty at night too — the cherry trees 
twinkle with lights from lamps hung from their branches.

Besides admiring the blossoms, you can also take a 
day trip to Dehua Village — home to the indigenous Thao 
tribe. There you can dress up in their traditional costumes 
(great photo opportunity!) and enjoy an aboriginal culture 
and dance show. You can also admire the mountains from a 
rowboat on the lake. 

Nature lovers can choose from 14 hiking trails. For a 
breathtaking view of the sunrise, make an early start — two 
hours before dawn — on the Maolan Mountain Nature 
Hiking Trail and head for Maolan Mountain Tea Research 
& Development Station, one of the four highest weather 
stations in Taiwan. You will also be rewarded with a view 
of Sun Moon Lake in its entirety, including the twin peaks 
of Mt Jioufener and Mt Jiji. Enjoy the mesmerising sight of 
these fi r-covered mountains in the morning mist. 

On the way back, pay a visit to the Yue Lao Pavilion on 
Lalu Island which houses a statue of Yue Lao, the Chinese 
deity of love. Make a wish for love or for your relationship to 
progress smoothly. Who knows, you could be walking down 
the aisle sooner than you think!
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LAKE
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WET 
AND 
WOW

BATH, ENGLAND

The English city of Bath, which is about 157 kilometres from 
London, is known for its beautiful Georgian architecture. 
Designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1987, Bath 
was once home to novelist Jane Austen and was where Harris 
Bigg-Wither (her only known suitor) proposed. Two of her 
novels, Northanger Abbey and Persuasion, are also set in Bath. 

BORACAY, PHILIPPINES

Boracay, a 60-minute fl ight from 
Manila, is a beach bum’s ‘heaven’. 
The island, seven kilometres long and barely 
one kilometre wide at its narrowest point, is a favourite for 
divers. According to travel guide Lonely Planet, it also boasts 
one of the world’s fi nest beaches.

Divers and snorkelers will be spoilt for choice with 15 
diving spots around the island. Beginners should head for 
Angol Point and Coral Garden where they can see colourful 
anemones and butterfl y fi shes. 

The two most popular beaches for water activities are 
White Beach (on the west of the island) and Bulabog Beach 
(on the east). 

If you are a non-diver, the best way to enjoy White 
Beach’s crystal clear blue waters is to take a banana boat ride. 
Whizz along the coastline in a giant banana-shaped vessel 
which is attached to a speed boat, and enjoy the cool breeze 
blowing on your face. 

If you are a fan of the novelist, pay a visit to the Jane 
Austen Centre, a few doors down from her former 
residence in Gay Street. The establishment often hosts 
soirees where guests turn up in 18th Century garb. 

The name Bath is the modern adaptation of 
Caer badon, old English for “a fortifi ed bathing place”. 

Most of the buildings in the city were built from golden-
coloured stones quarried from the nearby mines of Combe 
Down and Bathampton.

A Roman spa in 43 AD, Bath is also home to many 
archaeological sites. The Roman Baths, which draws more 
than one million visitors annually, gives visitors a glimpse of 
ancient architecture. Built in 75 AD, this site features Britain’s 
only hot spring, which supplied hot water to the ancient 
bathhouses and still fl ows till this day. 

Drop by the Pump Room, a neoclassical salon where 
socialites used to gather in the 18th Century. There, you can 
have the traditional British cream tea or a taste of natural 
spring water. While you can’t take a dip at the Roman Baths, 
you can book a session at the Thermae Bath Spa — Britain’s 
only natural thermal spa — to soothe tired muscles. 

Then there’s Milsom Street — voted Britain’s best 
fashion street at the Google Street View Awards in 2010. 
Indulge to your heart’s content in its eclectic mix of designer 
labels and second-hand bargains.

At Bulabog Beach, the winds are perfect for windsurfi ng 
and kiteboarding. But if you don’t care for beach activities, 
you can explore the vicinity on a tricycle — the island’s 
version of a taxi — for seven pesos (S$0.20).

At the public market D’Talipapa, foodies can choose 
freshly-caught crabs, mussels and lobsters which can then be 
cooked for a small fee. There’s also Plazoleta Shopping Plaza 
where you can pick up native handicrafts. 

If adventure is what you are after, head for Ariel’s Point 
at Buruanga, Aklan, half an hour away by boat from White 
Beach. There, you can jump off a cliff and free fall 10 metres 
into the water. The beautiful rock formations will take your 
breath away as you’re plunging down! 

Make a wish at Willy’s Rock, a volcanic formation which 
has a shrine dedicated to the Virgin Mary at its top. Locals 
swear by its powers to make wishes come true. 
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JANE 
AUSTEN’S 

CITY

PARADISE 
ISLAND
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“Looking good!”

Scrumptious food galore

Halloween party
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Scr

CATCH ALL THE ACTION

About 200 singles enjoyed a thrilling 
Halloween celebration at the Night Safari 

on 23 October 2010.

happenings

“

Night Safari 

“Is that for real?”

Free Halloween makeover

“Come with me!”

“Will you marry me?”

Partnering 
Night 
Safari

Strike a pose with your favourite Halloween characters
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Over 200 revellers headed to Sentosa on 27 November 2010 for a 
rocking beach party. Singles dressed up for the Hawaiian-themed 
costume contest and enjoyed an electrifying performance by the 
Dylan Foster Band.

Sentosa 
Hawaiian night

Aspiring Bollywood dancers

“Sing with me!”

“Let’s sway to the Aloha dance.”

“Hello, nice to meet you.”

Singles face off at the treasure hunt challenge.

“Watch me eat fi re!”

Partnering
Sentosa 
Leisure
Group 
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BY SDNTRUST ACCREDITED AGENCIESfeature

Given the runaway success of the inaugural Revel 
bash in 2009, the Association of Dating Agencies & 
Matchmakers (ADAMS) — made up of SDNTrust 
accredited agencies Champagne JSG, Clique Wise LLP, 
Eteract.com, Exclusive Match, Lunch Actually, and The 
Dating Loft — decided to come together once more to 
repeat their winning formula. Tapping on one another’s 
expertise and resources to reach out to a wider database 
of singles, the agencies pulled out all the stops and put 
together a party like no other.

With ‘Red Hot’ being the theme this year, partygoers 
raised temperatures in their sizzling outfi ts which 
certainly didn’t hurt when it came to breaking the ice. 
New friends were made as they played a game that saw 
participants grouped according to their birth month. They 
then got to interact in a small group setting, with a prize 
given out to the fi rst pair to come forth who shared the 
same date of birth. 

The evening’s top draw was the chance to win a date 
with one of the beauty queens present, and singles gamely 
took the opportunity to get to know more about Lavigne 
Shi (Miss Earth Singapore Finalist 2010), Ina (Queen of 
Santarina 2009) and Louisa Tay (Miss Singapore Motor 

Queen 2010). Many participants also took the chance to 
sign up for attractive dating packages on offer.

“The event was very well-organised. It was a great 
opportunity for professionals like myself to meet many 
new people in one night,” says Connie Ng, 29, a business 
development executive who came to the party alone. 
“I loved the icebreaker game, though it’d have been better 
if we could have another one or two similar games which 
were set in a more intimate setting.”

Those who had been to other dating events were 
also impressed. William, a fi nance executive in his early 
30s, made 10 new friends that evening. He said: “The 
games were interesting and the event was fun, engaging 
and refreshing. I defi nitely enjoyed myself very much. 
Compared to the usual speed dating events, we had more 
time to mingle freely and meet new people.” 

So if you think you’re missing out on the fun, it’s not 
too late to act. Sign up for one of the upcoming events 
organised by our SDNTrust accredited agencies today.

GG

On 27 November 2010, The Arena@Clarke Quay transformed into 

party central — as 300 singles rocked out at Revel, a popular mega 

dating event organised by the Association of Dating Agencies & 

Matchmakers (ADAMS). 

A REVEL-icious rave
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ENRICH YOUR LIFE

To register for event(s):
• Log on to www.lovebyte.org.sg; or
• Contact the relevant event organiser (details on p42).

5 Feb (Sat)

CHINESE   
NEW YEAR 
PUBBING NIGHT

by CHAMPAGNE JSG 

MP: TBC. 7pm – 11pm. 
$65. GS: 20. CD: 29 Jan. 
Celebrate the Year of the Rabbit 
with fellow singles while you 
bond over interactive games. 
Have fun and let your hair down. 

Price includes drinks and 
fi nger food. 

10 Feb (Thu)

GROUP DATING @  
CRYSTAL CAFÉ

by SINGLES MINGLE

Crystal Café @ 131 Kiliney 
Road. 7pm – 9.30pm. $32. 
GS: 40. CD: 7 Feb. 
Sit back and relax after 
work while you enjoy 
a buffet dinner with 
new friends.

20 Feb (Sun)

FRENCH COOKING   
— CRÈME BRULEE

by CLIQUE WISE

Mezza9 @ Grand Hyatt Hotel, 
Level 2. 3.30pm – 6pm. $55. 
GS: 24. CD: 17 Feb. 
Indulge in this rich custard-based 
dessert. Learn how to create this 
elegant French treat and make 

new friends in 
the process.

Price includes 
cooking 
ingredients 

and beverages.

26 Feb (Sat) >>  
SUCCESS IN DATING   
WITH A SMILE 

by CHAMPAGNE JSG

MP: TBC. 2pm – 5pm. $35. 
GS: 20. CD: 19 Feb. 
Learn to put your best smile 
forward with Dr Juliet Tay, 
clinical director of The Implant 
and Oral Surgery Centre. Dr Tay 
will speak about good dental 
care and surgery procedures that 
will improve smiles. 

Price includes light refreshments.

13 Feb (Sun)

SPARKLING ROSE  
POOLSIDE PARTY   

by CLIQUE WISE

Bar On FIVE @ Mandarin Orchard 
Singapore, Level 5. 7.30pm – 
9.30pm. $65. GS: 60. CD: 10 Feb. 

Celebrate Valentine’s Day with new 
friends at this trendy bar which 
boasts an awesome skyline view. Each 
guest gets a complimentary door gift.

Dress code: Glamorous Chic 
(no slippers, sneakers or bermudas) 

Price includes canapés and free fl ow 
of Sparkling Rose.

4 Feb (Fri)

THE GREEN HORNET :  
MOVIE DINNER DATE

by CLIQUE WISE

The Cathay @ 2 Handy Road 
#02-16. 7pm – 11pm. $50. 
GS: 50. CD: 1 Feb. 
After a buffet dinner and 
mingling session, catch this 
action-comedy blockbuster with 
your new-found friends.

Price includes movie, buffet 
dinner and free fl ow of 
fruit punch.

Note

events

13 Feb (Sun) 

LOVE FLYING HIGH   
@ SINGAPORE FLYER 

by LOVE EXPRESS

Marina Square. 12.30pm – 7pm. 
$119. GS: 20. CD: 10 Feb. 
Enjoy a sumptuous set lunch 
followed by a romantic ride on 
the Singapore Flyer. Proceed to a 
cocktail party at Keyaki Bar at Pan 
Pacifi c Hotel and try the special 
saketini and martini concoctions.

Price includes western set lunch, 
Singapore Flyer ticket and light 
refreshments at Keyaki Bar. 

Event details are correct at time of printing. For a complete listing of events/activities 
organised by SDN and/or our partners, please log on to www.lovebyte.org.sg
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11 Feb (Fri)

CHILL-OUT @ TA-KE  

by CLIQUE WISE

Ta-ke @ 3 Nanson Road, Level 2. 
7.45pm – 9.15pm. $55. GS: 30. 
CD: 8 Feb.
Head to Ta-ke, a trendy new 
bamboo themed cocktail lounge. 
Mingle with new friends as you 
enjoy a relaxing night out.

Price includes snacks and the 
choice of two house pours or 
other beverages. 

26 Feb (Sat)

DESARU DAY TOUR   

by LOVE EXPRESS

168 Coffee Shop (next to Furama 
Hotel). 6am – 11pm. $199. 
GS: Min 8. CD: 23 Feb. 
Visit the museum, fruit orchard and 
ostrich farm in Desaru, Malaysia. 
There is also honey-tasting and a 
bee-keeping workshop. Watch fi refl ies 
dance while you enjoy a boat cruise 
along the Kota Tinggi waterfall. 
Early bird discount: Sign-up before 
10 Feb and get $20 off! 

Price includes buffet lunch, seafood 
dinner, day tour, and tour guide fees.

27 Feb (Sun)

LASER TAG  

by GETTHEMDATES.COM

MP: TBC. 1pm – 3pm. $59. GS: 26. 
CD: 25 Feb. 
Have a laser shoot-out while you 
hone your team building skills in this 
exciting game of laser tag. Show off 
your analytical and problem-solving 
talents. You might just impress that 
special someone.

27 Feb (Sun)

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY   
@ MACRITCHIE 

by MY PERFECT LINK

MacRitchie Reservoir. 10am – 1pm. 
$35. GS: 40. CD: 23 Feb. 
Learn about nature photography 
while you expand your social circle. 
There will be theoretical and practical 
sessions. Don’t forget to bring your 
own digital compact or 
DSLR camera.

19 Feb (Sat) 

MAKE PIZZA &   
NEW FRIENDS! 

by EXCLUSIVE MATCH

Sarpino’s Pizzeria @ Bishan. 2pm – 
5pm. $30. GS: 36. CD: 16 Feb. 
Choose your ingredients and create 

your own pizza fl avours, 
making new friends at the 

same time. 

Price includes light 
refreshments.

<< 12 Feb (Sat) 

GOLF IN THE CITY!   

by GETTHEMDATES.COM

Citygolf @ One Raffl es Place, 
Level 61. 3pm – 5.30pm. $69. 
GS: 30. CD: 10 Feb. 
Get professional golf lessons indoors 
on golf simulators. Participants will 
be coached on swing fundamentals 
(such as grip, aim and alignment) 
and game techniques, as well as golf 
etiquette and rules. 

Price includes free fl ow of beverages. 

19 Feb (Sat)

TIRAMISU DEMONSTRATION 
CLASS @ AMICI

by SINGLES MINGLE

Amici @ 267 Holland Avenue, 
Holland Village. 3pm – 5pm. $40. 
GS: 20. CD: 16 Feb. 
Watch a tiramisu-making 
demonstration by the chef and get 
hands-on experience in making this 
delectable dessert. Thereafter, enjoy 
coffee and the restaurant’s award-
winning tiramisu with friends.

DESA

ose your 
your own

making 
same ti

Price in
refresh
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TABOO LOVE AFFAIRS  

by CLIQUE WISE

Nabins @ 30 Sultan Gate. 
3.30pm – 5.30pm. $45. GS: 30. 
CD: 2 Mar. 
Impress with your play and make 
new friends over a round or two 
of your favourite board games. 
Participants will get to mingle 
and exchange contacts.

Price includes one glass of wine, 
coffee or tea, and snacks.

6 Mar (Sun) 

SHOOTING SPORTS   
(SHOTGUN)

by CLIQUE WISE

Singapore Gun Club @ 990 Old 
Choa Chu Kang Road. 1.15pm – 
6pm. $160. GS: 30. CD: 2 Mar. 
Qualifi ed instructors will teach you 
the safety measures when using 
fi rearms, as well as breathing and 
shooting techniques. The event 
includes a practical shotgun session 
and demonstration. 

Price includes safety gear, targets 
and 35 rounds of ammunition. 

17 Mar (Thu) >> 
SPEED DATING @   
THE ORANGE LANTERN

by SINGLES MINGLE

The Orange Lantern @ 
Harbourfront Centre. 
7pm – 9pm. $38. GS: 24. 
CD: 14 Mar. 

Enjoy a lovely chat with new-
found friends while you savour 
a delicious 3-course Vietnamese 
dinner. 

Price includes dinner and free 
fl ow of orange or lime juice.

25 Mar (Fri) 

SPEED DATING DINNER   
@ EARSHOT CAFÉ

by SINGLES MINGLE

Earshot Café @ The Arts House, 
1 Old Parliament Lane. 
7pm – 9.30pm. $38. GS: 28. 
CD: 22 Mar. 
Get ready to make a great fi rst 
impression. You have eight 
minutes to get to know each 
participant. Finally, select your 
matches and see if you get a date.

Price includes 3-course dinner. 

26 Mar (Sat)

HOW TO IMPRESS   
WITH MAGIC

by GETTHEMDATES.COM

47B Circular Road. 3pm – 5pm. 
$59. GS: 26. CD: 24 Mar. 
Have fun at this popular 
workshop by Daniel the 
magician. Learn how to use 
magic to break the ice and get 
someone’s phone number. 

ENRICH YOUR LIFEevents

12 Mar (Sat)

MAKE SUSHI &   
NEW FRIENDS! 

by EXCLUSIVE MATCH

9A Clover Way @ Bishan. 
2pm – 5pm. $38. GS: 8. 
CD: 9 Mar. 
Create your own mouth-watering 
sushi delicacies and make 
new friends. 

                   Price includes light
                              refreshments. 

12 Mar (Sat)

VENUS-TREETOP   
SENSORY HIKE

by SINGLES MINGLE

Venus Drive. 9.30am – 1pm. 
$35. GS: 20. CD: 9 Mar. 
Make new friends while keeping 
fi t. Join renowned herbalist 
Martin Cheng on a 7km hike, 
and learn about the various types 
of plants and trees along the way. 

Price includes light refreshments 
and a packed lunch.
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11 Mar (Fri) >>
DINNER @ CHEF   
DANIEL’S KITCHEN

by CLIQUE WISE

Iluma @ 201 Victoria Street, 
#07-02. 7.15pm – 9.30pm. $68. 
GS: 24. CD: 8 Mar. 
Savour an indulgent 4-course dinner 
specially prepared by celebrity chef 
Daniel, while you enjoy a chat with 
fellow foodies. 

Price includes 4-course 
western dinner.

12 Mar (Sat)

PET GATHERING   

by CHAMPAGNE JSG

MP: TBC. 2pm – 5pm. GS: 20. 
CD: 12 Feb. 
Love me, love my pet? Let your 
pet decide who you should strike 
up a conversation with at this 
gathering of animal lovers. 

Price includes refreshments.

19 Mar (Sat)

CHEK JAWA GUIDED   
DAY TOUR

by LOVE EXPRESS

Changi Point Ferry Terminal. 
11am – 7pm. $119. GS: 24. 
CD: 16 Mar. 
Make a trip to Pulau Ubin’s Chek 
Jawa Wetlands and team up with 
other singles for a photography 
competition. Admire the beautiful 
scenery while you enjoy a Western 
set lunch at a romantic seaside 
restaurant.

Price includes lunch, tour of 
Chek Jawa and return transport 
from Chek Jawa.

26 Mar (Sat)

RIDE THE WAVES  

by CHAMPAGNE JSG

MP: TBC. 5pm – 11pm. $215. 
GS: 14. CD: 19 Mar. 
Mingle with other singles on board 
a yacht. In the evening, enjoy a 
gourmet BBQ dinner with selected 
wines to savour. 

Price includes yacht ride, dinner 
and wines.

20 Mar (Sun)

MINT MUSEUM TOUR &   
GROUP DATING LUNCH

by MY PERFECT LINK

Mr Punch Restaurant @ 26 Seah 
Street. 12.30pm – 3.30pm. 
$45. GS: 40. CD: 16 Mar.
Explore the world of 
vintage toys. Have a 
fun-fi lled lunch at 
Mr Punch Restaurant 
as you enjoy 
interactive games with 
other singles. 

Price includes tour of 
Mint Museum. 

Event details are correct at time of printing. For a complete listing of events/activities organised 
by SDN and/or our partners, please log on to www.lovebyte.org.sg

26 Mar (Sat)

DATE@TALK – HOW TO   
ATTRACT THE RIGHT ONE!

By EXCLUSIVE MATCH

9A Clover Way @ Bishan. 
2pm – 5pm. $30. GS: 36. 
CD: 23 Mar. 
Join this dating session-cum-
relationship talk. Try out group 
dating and make new friends, 
while learning about fi nding your 
life partner.

Price includes refreshments. 

26 Mar (Sat)

COME FLY WITH ME    
@ MARINA BARRAGE

By LOVE EXPRESS

Gallery Café @ 260 Marina Way 
#02-04. 4pm – 7pm. $39. 
GS: 24. CD: 23 Mar. 
Form teams to design your own 
kites and win prizes. When you’re
done, enjoy refreshments before 
fl ying your kites at sunset. 

Price includes kite, 
kite making 
materials, and 
coffee or tea. 

Mar.
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30 Apr (Sat) >> 
LOVE, SET, MATCH!  

by GETTHEMDATES.COM

Kallang Tennis Centre. 
5pm – 7.30pm. $59. GS: 26. 
CD: 28 Apr. 
Pick up tennis from professional 
coaches, who will show you the 
basics of the game in a fun and 
relaxed environment. 

2 Apr (Sat)

HEALTHY HIKING   
@ BUKIT TIMAH HILL

by SINGLES MINGLE

MP: TBC. 9.30am – 11.30am. 
$20. GS: 20. CD: 30 Mar. 
Head for the outdoors. Sweat 
it out with new friends on a 
healthy Saturday morning. 

Price includes light 
refreshments.

15 Apr (Fri)

DINNER DATING   
@ NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
CAFÉ

by SINGLES MINGLE

National Geographic Café @ 
Vivocity #01-19. 7pm – 9.30pm. 
$38. GS: 28. CD: 12 Apr. 
Relax and enjoy dinner with 
your new friends amidst the 
lovely National Geographic 
décor. Who knows, one of them 
could be your new travel mate.

Price includes 4-course dinner 
and free fl ow of soft drinks.

23 Apr (Sat)

AN EVENING OF WINE   
AND FRIENDS! 

By EXCLUSIVE MATCH 

MP: TBC. 4pm – 7.30pm. $45. 
GS: 36. CD: 20 Apr. 
Learn basic wine tasting 
techniques, how to pair 
wine with food and how to 
differentiate wines from different 
wine regions. 

Price includes light refreshments.

29 Apr (Fri)

ORIENTATION!  

by SINGLES MINGLE

The Arts House @ 1 Old 
Parliament Lane. 7pm – 9.30pm. 
$50. GS: 50. CD: 26 Apr. 
Participate in this event and 
become a Singles Mingle 
Premium Member. You’ll receive 
an exclusive guided tour of 
The Old Parliament House, along 
with one year’s membership and 
other goodies. 

<< 2 Apr (Sat)

LOVE HAS NO LIMITS   
‘AI QING WU JIE XIAN’ 
KARAOKE

by LOVE EXPRESS

Party World KTV @ Orchard 
International Building, #03-00. 
2pm – 6pm. $49. GS: 24. 
CD: 29 Mar. 
Sing and speed date at the same 
time. Rotate rooms and show 
your singing prowess. The best 
male and female vocalists voted 
by fellow participants will win 
cash vouchers. 

Price includes 4-hour karaoke 
session, two drinks and snacks. 
Each room will have 4 – 6 singles.

ENRICH YOUR LIFEevents
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16 Apr (Sat) 

PAINTBALL & GO-KART   
@ JOHOR

by CLIQUE WISE

MP: TBC. 8am – 11pm. $98. 
GS: 30. CD: 13 Apr. 
Bond over an action-packed 
round of paintball. Shop at 
megamalls and enjoy a go-kart 
ride afterwards. 

Price includes lunch, dinner, 
coach fare, rental of paintball 
equipment and 1 round of 
go-kart. 
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30 Apr (Sat)

MAKE COOKIES,  
MAKE FRIENDS!

by EXCLUSIVE MATCH

9A Clover Way @ Bishan. 2pm – 
5pm. $32. GS: 36. CD: 27 Apr. 
Meet other aspiring pastry chefs to 
learn how to make delicious cookies 
— the way to a man’s (or woman’s) 
heart is through the stomach, after all. 

Price includes light refreshments. 

9 Apr (Sat)

GOLF IN THE CITY!  

by GETTHEMDATES.COM

Citygolf @ One Raffl es Place, 
Level 61. 3pm – 5.30pm. $69. 
GS: 30. CD: 7 Apr. 
Get professional golf lessons on 
golf simulators. Participants will be 
coached on golf fundamentals and 
techniques, as well as golf etiquette 
and rules. 

Price includes free fl ow of beverages. 

9 Apr (Sat)

AMAZING FOOD RACE  

by CHAMPAGNE JSG

MP: TBC. 9.30am – 5pm. $45 
(Non-Car Owners) $28 (Car 
Owners). GS: 24. CD: 2 Apr. 
Travel in a car to fi nd local 
delicacies based on the clues given. 
The fi rst group to reach the end 
point wins. 

Price includes breakfast.

30 Apr (Sat)

LABOUR DAY SPECIAL!   
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS SPECIAL 
ONE-DAY EVENT

by LOVE EXPRESS

VivoCity. 10.30am – 7pm. $159. 
GS: 20. CD: 27 Apr. 
Thrilling rides await at the theme 
parks Far Far Away, Ancient Egypt, 
Madagascar and The Lost World. 
Complimentary goodie bags will 
be given.

Price includes western set lunch, 
Universal Studios day admission 
ticket and buffet dinner. 

17 Apr (Sun)

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY   
@ BOTANIC GARDENS

by MY PERFECT LINK

Singapore Botanic Gardens. 10am – 
1pm. $35. GS: 40. CD: 13 Apr. 
Learn about nature photography 
while you expand your social circle. 
There will be theoretical and 
practical sessions. Don’t forget to 
bring your own digital compact 
or DSLR camera.

Price includes lunch. 

Event details are correct at time of printing. For a complete listing of events/activities organised 
by SDN and/or our partners, please log on to www.lovebyte.org.sg

3 Apr (Sun)

WOW WAKEBOARDING  

by CLIQUE WISE

SKI360degree @ 1206A East Coast 
Parkway. $70. GS: 12. CD: 30 Mar. 
Whether you’re a beginner or an 
advanced rider, cable wakeboarding 
offers lots of fun with friends. Enjoy 
the thrill of riding on water.

Price includes cable wakeboarding 
and drinks. Lunch is not included. 

23 Apr (Sat)

MBA IN DATING:  
THE 4PS (PRICE, POSITION, 
PRODUCT, PLACE)

by CHAMPAGNE JSG

MP: TBC. 2pm – 5pm. $45. 
GS: 20. CD: 16 Apr. 
Learn how to apply fundamental 
marketing ideas to dating. Put 
your theory into practice with 
some hands-on work. 

Price includes high-tea buffet. 
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 6733-9522/9239-9840 (Gracelyn)
 enquiry@champagnejsg.com
 317 Outram Road, #02-51

 Concorde Shopping Centre 
(Holiday Inn Atrium)

  S169075
 www.champagnejsg.com

Champagne JSG offers dating 

services ranging from pre-date 

preparation, group dating events, 

exclusive date matching to 

relationship workshops.

 9380-1280 (Jackiey)
 register@wow-her.com.sg
 VBox 888836, S919191
 www.cliquewise.sg

Clique Wise is the company 

behind Wow-Her.com. They 

use personality classifi cation to 

bring singles together with our 

innovative Date Profi ling System. 

 info@eteract.com
 63 Circular Road, #02-01, 
S049417

 www.eteract.com

Brought to you by the team from 

Lunch Actually, Eteract.com is the 

pioneer of online speed dating in 

Asia. Meet singles in the comfort 

of  your own home using video, 

audio or even text messages.

 6227-0307
 info@myexclusivematch.com.sg
 9A Clover Way, S579081
 www.myexclusivematch.com.sg

Exclusive Match’s online dating 

portal O2match.com brings you 

from online to offl ine meet-ups in 

a well-facilitated environment.

BY SDNTRUST ACCREDITED AGENCIES

*SDNTrust Accredited Agencies

 6823-1232
 consultant@loveexpress.com.sg
 Republic Plaza I, 9 Raffl es Place, 
Level 58, S048619 

 www.loveexpress.com.sg
Love Express welcomes everyone 

who is serious about fi nding their 

special someone. They specialise 

in arranging fun and quality events, 

courses and pre-matched one-to-

one dates.

 6532-0010
 sg@lunchactually.com
 63 Circular Road, #02-01, 
S049417

 www.lunchactually.com

Lunch Actually screens your dates, 

coordinates and confi rms the meet-

up. Get acquainted over lunch, coffee 

or after-work drinks. 

 6726-9856
 admin@singlesmingle.sg
 Jurong Point Post Offi ce, 
PO Box 092, S916404

 www.singlesmingle.sg

Singles Mingle offer a range of 

holistic services that includes events 

and activities, matchmaking, pre-

marital programmes, solemnisation, 

and more.

 6858-3197 / 9450-5808
 events@myperfectlink.com
 9 Selegie Road, Selegie House 
#01-19, S180009

 www.myperfectlink.com

My Perfect Link offers personalised 

dating services and group dating 

events. Date online at their 

bilingual dating website which 

offers computerised profi ling and 

personality matching. 

 6557-2440
 enquiry@thedatingloft.com
 47B Circular Road, S049402
 www.thedatingloft.com

Enjoy pre-event and image 

consultation, and small-group dinners 

matched and hosted by Dating Loft’s 

experienced consultants. Their online 

portal, GetThemDates.com, also 

organises events and allows you to be a 

Cupid for yourself and your friends!

 8223-8895 (Justin)
 events@vivaone.com.sg
 VBox 882355, 919191
 www.vivaone.com.sg 

VivaOne hopes to impart useful 

life skills to singles, along with 

professionally facilitated 

networking opportunities.

listing

more.
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DUET Readers Quiz Results (Nov 2010 — Jan 2011)

DUET Readers Quiz

Congratulations to the winners!
You’ve won a pair of tickets to the award-winning comedy “The Water Coolers”.

1. Chan Chen Yiu SXXXX888J

2. Cheong Jia Jian SXXXX617D

3. Lee Wei Chin SXXXX834F

4. Lee Zhi Hao SXXXX725J

5. Tan Weiling SXXXX692C

6. Chew Nyuk Chin SXXXX950G

7. Nigel Ang SXXXX275D

8. Low Lee Nah SXXXX464G

9. David Tan SXXXX035H

10. Goh Ee Hong SXXXX560H

!

Read DUET and stand to win a complimentary pair of 

tickets to the movie FOREVER (read about the fi lm on 

p31). There are 10 pairs to be won! 

Send your answers to the quiz, with your 

name, IC, contact number and address to 

chua _hwee_khoon@mcys.gov.sg 

(Subject: DUET Readers Quiz). 

Closing date: 18 February 2011

This quiz is open only to DUET readers who are in SDN’s database. 

To be part of our wide network, sign up at www.lovebyte.org.sg and 

enjoy access to information on events, dating resources and other 

online functions.

1 That perfect Valentine’s Day gift 
should be...

 a) Something practical

 b) The most popular gift item

 c) A personalised item that your date likes

2 What is the best way to attract 
someone?

 a) Wear sexy clothing

 b) Be positive, interesting and smile

 c) Ask good-looking friends for advice

3 How can you keep the sizzle going 
in a relationship?

 a) Go on fanciful dates

 b) Spring occasional surprises

 c) Tell a lot of jokes

4 What are the benefi ts of roping in the 
parents for a wedding proposal?
a) They might give you creative 

proposal ideas

b) There is a guarantee of success

c) You’ll be seen as a sensible future 

son-in-law

5 The male lead Mo Tzu Yi from the 
movie FOREVER is an actor from...

 a) Taiwan

 b) Singapore

 c) Hong Kong
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